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The aim of this work is to create a computer model for in-vitro cellular growth of 
neural cells. The identification of Neural Stem Cells (NSCs) began with the initial 
work on neural progenitors isolated from the adult rat brain in the sixties. This was 
followed by work done on the embryonic mammalian central nervous system (CNS) 
where distinct pools of neural cells were identified as having stem cell properties. 
Further work was done to identify NSC in the subependymal region and in the 
hippocampus dentate gyrus (DG), where they divide to generate progenitors. 
Subsequently, NSCs were cultured in-vitro as floating suspensions called 
neurospheres. Neurosphere culture is plagued with variances in neurosphere numbers 
and cellular expansion rates. This has made it difficult to benchmark the culture 
conditions that promote cellular proliferation. We present a neurosphere formation 
model that incorporates experimental data about paracrine factor stimulation in a 
20000 cells/ml, N2 supplemented medium. Factor transport is modelled as a three 
dimensional isotropic diffusion event. Diffusion coefficients are adapted from the 
diffusion coefficients of similar sized molecules in the rat brain tissue. The cellular 
response is modelled as a factor concentration dependent response. The cellular 
doubling time is set at 20hrs when the conditions are ideal for division. Cellular 
proliferation is based on a 0.1% subset that is predetermined to form neurospheres and 
a further 1.3% of cells that are dependent on a critical cell surface factor concentration 
threshold that ensures geometric expansion rates through cellular doubling. The 
model’s predictions match the experimental data for neurosphere cell numbers at both 
high (200000 cells/ml) and low densities (2000 cells/ml). The model forms a 
framework to build upon for the simulation of a suspension culture that can be used to 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
The discovery of neural stem cells (NSCs) that can generate neural tissue has raised 
new possibilities for repairing the nervous system. Early studies led to the isolation of 
stem like cells from the embryonic mammalian central nervous system (CNS) [1-4]. 
NSCs are self-renewing multipotent cells present in both embryonic and adult brain.   
Due to the relatively low abundance of neural stem cells and lack of specific markers 
NSCs have traditionally been characterized based on their functional properties. These 
properties consist of 1) the ability to generate cell aggregates called neurospheres after 
repeated dissociation, called self renewal; and 2) the ability of single NSCs to form 
neurospheres that can produce all primary neural cell types. In line with these criteria, 
an epidermal growth factor (EGF) responsive CNS progenitor cell was isolated as a 
NSC, based on clonal analysis to produce the primary neural lineages, and self 
renewal criteria [5].  
When grown in in-vitro suspension cultures, cell types such as embryonic stem cells 
and  NSCs form aggregates that define the niche in which they grow. In particular, in-
vitro studies of heterogeneous neural progenitor cell populations have shown that 
their survival is niche dependent [6-8]. Such a non-standard assay is therefore not 
ideal for drawing conclusions about the absolute numbers of NSC in a given 
population of cells. Further studies of the niche have identified a subset of survival 
factors that, when reconstituted into the growth medium, are able to replicate the 
survival stimulation observed with high density cultures. In particular embryonic 






1.1 The definition, identification and importance of neural stem cells  
Neural stem cells are self-renewing primordial cells that give rise to the differentiated 
cell-types of the mature central nervous system; neurons, astrocytes and 
oligodendrocytes (for a review see [10, 11]). NSCs have been isolated from the 
embryonic and adult brain [1, 2, 4, 12-14] and have great potential as cell therapy for 
CNS diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimers, Multiple Sclerosis and 
recovery from the damage caused by a stroke [15]. A number of studies have 
suggested that NSCs may aid in CNS repair by acting as support cells rather than 
through cell replacement [16]. NSCs can be harvested from brain tissue and expanded 
in-vitro before transplantation to the injured sections of the CNS. 
The lack of a definitive marker for NSCs has led to the characterization of NSCs 
through their functional properties. NSCs are currently defined as self-renewing 
multipotent cells capable of producing all the neural lineages when differentiated. 
They have been found to be present in both the embryonic and adult brain [3, 12]
 
(for 
a review see [17]). They are currently thought to belong to a glial lineage, which 
persists as a glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) population in the adult brain 
subventricular zone (SVZ) [18]. Initial work on neural progenitors in the adult rat 
brain in the 1960s, [19], led subsequent researchers to identify NSC in the 
subependymal region and in the hippocampus dentate gyrus (DG), where they divide 
to generate progenitors [14, 20-25]. In addition, embryonic radial glial cells have been 
classified as stem cells by several authors [26, 27] and are known to transform into 
astrocytes at the end of gestation [28] and in vitro [29], supporting the claim that some 
adult astrocyte-like GFAP cells are NSCs, probably derived from an embryonic glial 
lineage [18, 30-32]. During CNS development, neural cells are generated in waves 




secondly to glial cells [11, 33, 34]. Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) studies 
of NSC in the developing and adult mouse brain have shown that the characteristics of 
these cells are not uniform and change over time [35].  
 
1.2 The neurosphere model for cell expansion 
The main method to isolate and propagate NSCs and neural progenitors (NPs) is by 
neurosphere culture as shown in Fig 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. In-vitro neural cell culture system 
 
Neurospheres are floating structures that can be obtained by exposing dissociated 
embryonic or adult CNS tissue to growth factors [3, 5, 12, 36]. Neurospheres derived 
from both the embryonic and adult CNS have been used to evaluate stem cell 
maintenance, self renewal (using clonal secondary neurosphere assays that assume 
isolated true stem cells can generate new spheres), and multipotentiality (through the 
characterization of cell phenotypes that arise from a differentiating sphere) [36-38]. In 
fact, neurospheres are enriched for β1 integrins, epidermal growth factor receptors 
(EGFR), and cadherins [6-8]. The level of β1 integrins expressed by the cells 




Neurospheres are known to produce their own extra-cellular matrix (ECM) molecules 
(laminins; fibronectin), integrins [8], and growth factor receptors [7]. Initial cell–cell 
contacts are retained by dividing cells in suspension cultures. This is followed by the 
build-up of an ECM microenvironment and the establishment of complex signalling 
interactions within a neurosphere, and thus could be critical for the development of 
NSC within the neurosphere.  
Neurospheres are easy to prepare and maintain in large numbers, and their 3D 
structure creates a niche that allows the modelling of a dynamic changing 
environment such as varying growth factor or nutrient concentrations. Moreover, 
neurospheres have proved to be useful to distinguish between stem cell 
maintenance/renewal and committed progenitor proliferation [38]. The use of intact 
neurospheres also allows a detailed analysis of signalling events in a complex niche 
where neural stem cells remain in contact with supporting cells but are nevertheless 
readily accessible to biochemical or genetic manipulation. This is important in light of 
studies that indicate that growing cells in a monolayer or 3D matrix affects signalling 
events [40, 41]. Bulk experiments, such as sequential exposure to growth factors or 
drugs, can be carried out and analyzed using genomic and proteomic approaches, 
opening up new perspectives on the complex interactions and signalling mechanisms 
that determine NSC behaviour inside niches. In particular, neurospheres may prove 
useful for the analysis of time-dependent changes in progenitor and NSC populations 
in a context-dependent manner, as a valid complement to in vivo work, and to 






In-vitro neural cell culture has been carried out as either neurosphere suspension 
cultures [3, 5, 12, 36] or as adherent cultures [40, 41]. Earlier studies highlighted that 
the neurosphere is a complex niche [6-8] with neural stem cell progenitors and 
differentiated cells embedded in a complex ECM that exists in a three dimensional 
structure. They are spheroid structures that consist of a rich 3D ECM with cells 
embedded in them. The ability of long-term cultures of neurospheres to generate 
multipotent cells in repeated passages, as shown in Fig 2, is used as evidence that 
neurosphere cultures contain NSCs and can be used to culture NSCs [6, 13-16]. 
 
Figure 2. Cell culture passaging timeline 
 
Since individual neurospheres can be propagated and contain cells that give rise to the 
three neural lineages, the idea has emerged that a neurosphere forming cell has to be a 
NSC.  Further, the percentage of neurosphere forming units (NFUs; number of 
neurospheres/total number of cells) present in a cell population derived from 
neurosphere culture is a measure of the number of NSCs present. Furthermore the 
neurosphere has been used to study the ability of NSC to produce all the three 
lineages of neural cells [36, 37] and to produce this time after time [8, 38], the two 




been difficult to establish the efficacy of the neurosphere culture in expanding a 
neural stem cell population to numbers that can be used for therapeutic purposes.  
To add an additional complication, cells were found to mix in the bulk suspension 
culture and the lineage of the cells was difficult to establish. The number of 
neurospheres also varied drastically between cultures [42-44]. These issues have made 
determination of true stem cell numbers problematic. As a further analysis, 
researchers tried to grow cells in isolation to get clonal neurospheres that could be 
used to estimate the fraction of neural stem cells but the neurosphere numbers were 
low [45]  and when cells were grown at low densities, neurosphere numbers varied 
between labs [42-44]. High cell density bulk cultures resulted in higher neurosphere 
survival rates [44] and the presence of a feeder layer promoted the survival of 
traceable clonal progeny [46]. Cells were also found to secrete factors that enhanced 
their survival [9]. The work done by Reynolds et al [47] tried to estimate the number 
of neural stem cells based on the expansion rates of cell numbers in repeated passages.  
Clonal analysis is highly dependent on the cell-autonomous nature of the analyzed 
population and produces its own bias by selecting for isolated cells that can survive 
outside a complex environment. In addition, single cells could stop behaving as stem 
cells when removed from a specific microenvironment, such as due to the lack of 
ECM [48, 49]. True clonal analysis studies for NSC indicate that the low single-cell 
cloning efficiency (around 2%) [45] may be due to lack of survival or loss of 







1.3 Hypotheses and aims 
The specific hypothesis behind the research is that quiescent neural stem cells can be 
stimulated to form neurospheres and their self renewal in neurospheres can be 
improved by optimal access to growth medium components and autocrine/paracrine 
factors. 
Specific Aim 1: Identify autocrine/paracrine factors and quantify their effect on 
survival and proliferation in a bulk neurosphere culture.  
Hypothesis: Survival and proliferation of neurosphere forming cells (NFCs) is 
moderated by the concentration of specific factors produced by these cells. 
Specific Aim 2: Computationally model the growth and survival effect of the 
identified factors from an in-vitro culture. 
Hypothesis 2: The response of individual cells to survival and proliferation factors is 
dose dependent and cells detect factors using extracellular receptors. The transport of 
factors between cells is dominated by diffusion. 
Background: Having obtained the molecular mass of key regulatory factors from 
conditioned medium (CM) that stimulated NFC survival and proliferation on 
reconstitution, their spread through the medium can be modelled based on three-
dimensional isotropic diffusion.  
Specific Aim 3: Use the model from Specific Aim 2 to predict the proliferation 
stimulation for different cell seeding densities.  
Hypothesis: The survival and the proliferation of neurospheres is dependent on the 
local concentrations of autocrine/paracrine factors and growth medium components. 
Survival and proliferation can be improved by controlling the concentration of all 




Specific Aim 4: Test the model predictions against cell proliferation experiments 
Hypothesis: The proliferation of cells is a paracrine factor concentration dependent 
process where the concentration profile in the medium can be predicted using 
isotropic diffusion calculations. An accurate calculation of diffused factor distribution 
can help predict the cellular proliferation in an in-vitro suspension culture. 
 
1.4 Thesis overview  
The thesis presents a computational model designed to predict the distribution of 
paracrine factors around single cells and to estimate their effect on the growth 
stimulation of neural cells in suspension. In Chapter 2 the literature review is 
presented. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the previous work done on neural stem 
cells and the factors that affect neural stem cell survival and proliferation. In Section 
2.2, the background studies on mathematical modelling of diffusion of factors, 
modelling of tortuosity due to extra cellular geometry and imaging studies of long 
range profiles of morphogens are highlighted. Chapter 3 details the materials and 
methods that were carried out to culture neural cells in-vitro and to identify and 
qualify the effects of paracrine factors in the in-vitro neural cell culture. Chapter 4 
details the biological experiments done to identify the paracrine factors and their roles 
in cellular expansion. Chapter 5 details the computational approach used to model the 
growth and survival stimulus of aggregates in a suspension culture. Chapter 6 details 
the parameterization of the constants used in the computational model based on the 
results from a 20000 cells/ml bulk and sandwich culture. Chapter 7 details the links 
between the biology and mathematical models and helps put the work in perspective 





Chapter 2 Literature review  
2.1 Biology review 
2.1.1 Conditioned medium and neural stem cells 
CM derived from neurosphere cultures of rat embryonic NSCs can increase 
neurosphere numbers [9], but the factors responsible for this effect have not yet been 
identified. Survival and proliferation rates of embryonic (E14.5) derived neural cells 
were enhanced by CM derived from a NSC in-vitro culture, when cells were plated at 
low to clonal densities [9]. NSCs were found to express and secrete a number of 
neurotrophic factors  including, NGF, NT-3, NT-4, BDNF and GDNF [51]. Previous 
work published on Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) emphasized their neuroprotective role 
during acute head injury [52] and stroke [53] and in  lipid redistribution between 
damaged neural cells [54, 55]. Chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan (CSPG) has been 
shown to be produced by neuronal progenitors [56, 57] and specifically DSD-1-
Proteoglycan, a type of CSPG molecule, has been isolated in the peri-neuronal nets of 
the rat cerebral cortex [58]. Existing literature has suggested an interaction between 
ApoE and Proteoglycans [59]. The existing literature on Cystatin C (CytC) also 
suggested that CytC might also play a role in NSC proliferation [60, 61].  
2.1.2 Neurosphere culture of neural stem cells 
A major method for propagating NSCs is the neurosphere culture system [3, 5, 62]. 
As neurospheres are free floating balls (20-180 m) of cells that contain both NSCs 
and NPs, they provide a means to model neurodevelopment in vitro. NSCs have been 
defined as multipotent cells that have the ability to form neurospheres on their own 
(for review see [8]). Neural cells in the neurosphere culture have been shown to 




NSCs and their relationship to NPs, one needs to be able to isolate and expand NSCs 
to form clonal neurospheres.  
2.1.3 The importance of a cellular niche for maintenance of NSC 
The ability of cells within culture to form neurospheres is thought to reflect the 
number of NSC present [5]. The dynamic nature of the NSC niche, which involves 
both temporal changes in ECM and growth factor levels, is yet to be studied in detail 
[3, 12, 22]. Furthermore, the effect of other environmental cues such as pH and 
oxygen tension, in altering the nature of stem cells has not been established. Both the 
survival capacity and the proliferation potential of cells are fundamental for stem cell 
maintenance. The niche might also play an instructive role in the development of 
NSC. Thus, the NSC analysis needs to account for the capacity of a cell to survive and 
the dependence on a niche to maintain stem cell status.  
2.1.4 Current hurdles associated with the propagation and analysis of NSC 
Given the possible therapeutic role neural stem cells might play in curing neuro-
degenerative diseases, it has become increasingly important to be able to expand 
NSCs in culture.  Enzyme-dependent dissociation of neurospheres to single cells 
almost completely hinders growth (at real clonal densities), whereas mechanical 
dissociation does not, suggesting that the enzymatic dissociation disrupts cell surface 
receptors [45]. True clonal analysis studies for NSC indicate that the low single-cell 
cloning efficiency (around 2%) [45] may be due to lack of survival or loss of 
proliferation potential [50]. Likewise, at nonclonal but low plating densities (1cell/µl 
in 2 ml), secondary neurospheres rarely form [42]. Consequently, most authors use 
low cell densities for neurosphere formation assays (rather than clonal analysis), 




be analyzed, as NSC proliferation is increased when cells are grown at high density in 
EGF and Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 (FGF2) [44]. In addition, growth at clonal 
density is promoted by plating cells on feeder layers [46] leading to the suggestion 
that an unknown factor is produced by cells that has a density dependent survival 
stimulation role and most probably works through cell surface receptors.  
2.1.5 The clonal analysis assay for neural stem cells and its limitations 
Clonal analysis depends on the capacity of the initial cell to survive when isolated 
from a complex environment and to retain the ability to divide and respond to growth 
factors and other environmental cues. Clonal analysis has been viewed as one of the 
critical mainstays to identify NSC. The term clonal has been used for two purposes: 
the first indicates a cell grown in total isolation [45] whereas the second suggests that 
a population derives from one cell only that was not necessarily isolated from a 
complex environment, as exemplified by experiments where the injection of a single 
cell into a blastocyst gave rise to traceable progeny [64]. In both examples, analysis of 
the labelled progeny can be used to judge the multipotentiality (and therefore the stem 
cell character) of the initial cell. This is done by retrospectively identifying the cell 
that has originated all neural phenotypes in culture. Clonal analysis is highly 
dependent on the cell-autonomous nature of the analyzed population and produces its 
own bias by selecting for isolated cells that can survive outside a complex 
environment. In addition, single cells could stop behaving as stem cells when 
removed from a specific microenvironment. Furthermore, we can speculate that a 
choice may be forced on a cell, which would have behaved as a stem cell and, once 
removed from its environment, may die due to lack of ECM anchorage [48, 49]. The 
results of single-cell analysis experiments are defined retrospectively by the progeny 




biases for more robust cells and may underestimate the true number of stem cells. 
Thus, a systematic approach needs to be taken to standardize the survival of cells in 
the clonal assay and to achieve consistent repeatable results when interpreting the 
data. 
2.2 Modelling review 
2.2.1 Characterization of diffusion based factor concentration profiles 
Work has been done on paracrine factor signalling in embryoid bodies. The 
morphogens were tagged with GFP fluorescence and the distribution of morphogens 
in the embryoid body was shown to be dependent on diffusion [65]. Given the relative 
similarity in the size and shape of embryoid bodies and neurospheres, the work 
indicates that diffusion based models can be used to analyze the profile of 
autocrine/paracrine survival and proliferation promoting factors in an in-vitro cultured 
neurosphere niche.  
Work has been done on diffusion of epidermal growth factor in the extracellular 
volume of the rat brain [66]. EGF was tagged in the rat brain and the in-vivo diffusion 
characteristics was measured by integrative optics [66] to obtain a diffusion constant 
for EGF in the rat brain. The concentration gradient of activin used in long range 
signalling in other tissue was modelled using diffusion phenomena [67]. Long range 
signalling of morphogens in other tissues also indicate that factors can be produced by 
cells and can then diffuse long distances and have an effect on distant cells. 
The distribution of chemotactic agents for axon guidance was studied and 
subsequently mathematically modelled based on a linear diffusion model [68-70]. 
Furthermore the extrasynaptic transport of glutamate molecules was studied and the 




receptor activation of glutamate receptors [71]. A more detailed mathematical model 
further quantified the effects of geometry and the presence of other solutes on the 
tortuosity of the extracellular space. The work categorized the effects into geometric 
and viscous components of tortuosity [72].  
2.2.2 Mathematical models for diffusion 
Mathematical models have been developed that accounted for the chemotaxis of 
proliferating cells based on external diffusible signals into the medium [73, 74]. Here 
an approach was utilized where single cells were not treated as individual units; rather 
the concentration of the cells was modelled as a continuous distribution.  These 
models were developed to describe the directed motion of slime mold-like cells based 
on an external chemoattractant signal.   
The models were further developed and studied in detail in literature for two 
dimensions to study the aggregation patterns resulting from chemotaxis [75-80]. A 
radially symmetric reaction diffusion model for an isotropic medium was studied for 
chemotactic pattern formation [81, 82]. A reaction-diffusion based model that 
predicted the response of cells to external signals was developed that provided 
mathematical solutions for the global system hence allowing the study of overall 
pattern formation among chemo-sensitive cells [83, 84]. This allowed for the analysis 
of global concentration profiles of diffusible factors and the study of cellular pattern 
formation in both the transition and steady state phases. As cells are rarely influenced 
only by a single signal, the model was further extended to consider the diffusion 
profiles of two signals that modulated the chemo-sensitivity of cells to the individual 




where the time interval for cellular response to the factor concentrations was several 
orders below the time interval for cellular locomotion.  
Partial differential equations have also been developed to study diffusion of factors 
and resultant chemotaxis [86, 87]. Better computing power has allowed the modelling 
of cells as individual units that can respond independently to an external signal [88, 
89]. 
Although all of these works stand in isolation, a comprehensive model that tries to 
explain the cellular response to paracrine survival factors in an in-vitro suspension 









Chapter 3 Experimental methodology 
3.1 Isolation and culture of neural cells 
Murine neural cells were isolated from E14.5 C57BL/6 mouse embryos and 
mechanically dissociated with a p200 pipette tip in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's 
medium (high glucose). Cells were plated at a density of 2 x 10
5
 cells/ml into 10 cm 
culture dishes (NUNC) with no substrate pretreatment. The culture medium was 
composed of DMEM/F-12 (Invitrogen) (1:1) including 1% N2 supplement 
(Invitrogen), 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 20ng/ml of EGF. From the second day 
of plating, the cultures started to form free floating neurospheres. Cells were passaged 
every 7 days by mechanical dissociation and reseeding. 
3.2 Neurosphere survival assay 
Neurosphere survival is a measure of a single cell’s ability to initiate the formation of 
a neurosphere in a culture. Neurospheres were allowed to grow at at a single cell 
seeding density of 10 cells/ml and 20000 cells/ml. The number of neurospheres 
formed was counted at the end of 7 days of culture. The number of neurospheres 
formed at the end of culture before the subsequent splitting or passaging, for every 
100 initial cells plated, is denoted as a NFU. The NFU, ranging from 1 to 100 is taken 
as the unit of neurosphere survival.  
3.3 Protein purification 
CM (50 ml) was generated from a 7 day culture of neurospheres at normal plating 
density (as per isolation and culture of neural cells, see above). The medium was 
centrifuged to remove cells and debris and passed through a 30 kDa ultra-filtration 
column to obtain a 10/35-fold concentrated residue, collected as residue 1. The filtrate 




residue collected as residue 2. The residues were rinsed with distilled water to remove 
any traces of phenol red. For activity determination, the individual residues were 
eluted through a liquid chromatography column with a water stationary phase and an 
acetonitrile mobile phase, and separated into individual fractions based on every 20 
mins of elution time. Total clearance time for the residue was set at 60 mins. The 
fractions were each filtered through a 0.22 um filter to decontaminate it, before 
reconstitution into 50 ml of growth medium. 
3.4 Molecular mass spectrometric analysis 
The functionally active fractions obtained from the ultra-filtrated residues were 
digested with trypsin (Promega) in a buffer containing 50mM ammonium bicarbonate 
(pH 8.0) and 2% acetonitrile overnight at 37° C. Mass analysis of tryptic peptides 
were performed using liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LCMS). Proteins 
were identified by comparison between the molecular masses determined by LCMS 
and theoretical peptide masses from the proteins registered at Uniprot. 
3.5 Neurosphere survival and proliferation assay 
Neurospheres were allowed to grow at varying cell seeding densities ranging from 10 
cells/ml to 20000 cells/ml. The neurosphere development was monitored daily for a 
period of 7 days for cell density > 1000 cells/ml and for 14 days for cell density< 
1000 cells/ml. Photographs were taken with a Leica microscope with a 10X objective 
(see Fig 3). The number of neurospheres observed per 100 initial cells plated was 
denoted as NFU and was taken as a measure of neurosphere survival.  
The diameters of photographed neurospheres were measured. The neurospheres were 
assumed to be spherical and the spherical volume was calculated. The number of cells 




the neurosphere cell number derivation constant α=3.285.  A weighted average of 
neurosphere size was obtained for each day of culture and was taken to indicate the 
size of neurospheres in the culture.  
 
Figure 3. Neurospheres after 5 days of culture photographed with a 10x objective on a 
Leica microscope 
 
3.6 Neurosphere size assay 
To determine the volume of cells in a neurosphere, cell culture solution was obtained 
from day 3 and day 5 of culture. The frequency of single cells in the culture was 
obtained by filtering out clumps with a 40 m filter and counting the remaining single 
cells. The cell clumps and neurospheres were photographed to get their cross sectional 
area and the cross sectional area was used to calculate the spherical volume of the 
neurosphere. The neurospheres were dissociated and the number of cells contributed 
by the neurospheres, Nns, was determined by subtracting the number of original single 
cells in the culture. A cell was assumed to have a volume of Vcell, 
 
based on a radius of 
5 m. The ratio of neurosphere volume to neuropshere cell number was found to be 
α=3.285 
3.7 Conditioned medium protein reconstitution 
CM (50 ml) was generated from a 7 day culture of neurospheres at normal plating 




centrifuged to remove cells and debris and passed through a 3 kDa ultra filtration 
column to obtain a 500-fold concentrated residue. The residue was rinsed with 
distilled water to remove any traces of phenol red. For activity determination, the 
residue was reconstituted into 50 ml of growth medium (GM), filtered through a 0.2 
m filter for decontamination and added to freshly dissociated cells to test 
neurosphere formation stimulation. 
 
3.8 Sandwich assay 
Cells were dissociated into single cells and passed through a 10 m filter. The filter 
was further washed with medium to extract all the single cells. The filtrate was then 
centrifuged and the extra medium was decanted. The cells were then resuspended in 
the remaining medium by pipetting to obtain the desired cell plating density. 
 
 
Figure 4. A schematic of the arrangement used for sandwich cultures 
 
50 l of resuspended cell solution was pipetted onto a 25 mm diameter circular glass 




form a sandwich as shown in Fig 4. Care was taken to ensure no air bubbles were 
produced. The medium was found to spread evenly throughout the surface of the 
coverslip. The arrangement was placed in a 10 cm diameter NUNC culture dish. The 
procedure was repeated a total of 3 more times so as to fully utilize the culture dish. 
Each coverslip (sandwich) was then overlaid with 0.5 ml of GM. Care was taken to 
ensure that the arrangement was kept stable and that the medium stayed on top of the 
coverslip due to surface tension. The culture dish was then covered and placed in an 
incubator for culture as per the cell culture protocol.  
The cells were monitored once daily to ensure that the overlaid medium did not dry 
out. Any particular sandwich lacking medium was then topped up with an extra 0.5 ml 






Chapter 4 Experimental Results 
4.1 Neurospheres secrete factors that enhance their survival.  
CM increased neurosphere survival measured in NFU when added to a low density 
NSC culture. Neurospheres were dissociated mechanically and plated at low and 
increasing densities ranging from 10-10000 cells/ml. Due to the very low clonal 
efficiency of neurosphere growth in growth medium cells were pre-sorted before 
performing a comparative survival assay. Cells were mechanically dissociated and 
plated as single cells in 96 well plates using FACS. Propidium Iodide was used to 
mark for and exclude dead cells. The clonal survival efficiency was thus improved in 
growth medium and ranged from 0.2% to 3.8%. The 10-cells/ml assay represents a 
clonal experiment done with 0.1 ml of medium per well in a 96 well plate with 
selected larger cells that were thought to better form neurospheres. All other 
experiments were performed with unselected cells in 24 well plates with 0.5 ml/well. 
After 7 days, the number of newly formed spheres was counted. The data showed a 
robust formation of neurospheres when conditioned medium was added. The average 
formation rate was multiple-fold higher in the presence of CM (6 to 8%) as compared 
to GM alone (0.1% to 1% in 100-1000 cells/ml and 6.9% at 10000 cells/ml) as shown 
in Fig 5. At clonal densities CM was able to provide a similar multiple fold survival 
stimulation to give 13.5± 0.7% survival of neurospheres as shown in Fig 5. No 
significant difference was observed at 10000 cells/ml, and this may be because the 
cells are able to condition their medium at this density. Thus NFCs produce factors 













Figure 5. Neurosphere survival stimulation by conditioned medium. Neural cell 
conditioned medium (CM) stimulated (6x) neurosphere formation in comparison to 
neural cell growth medium (GM). Survival improved with cell density for GM whereas 
no such correlation was detected for CM. The assay for clonal (10 cells/ml) density was 
performed in a 96 well plate with 0.1 ml per well and pre-selected cells that were more 
likely to form neurospheres. A NFU represents 1 neurosphere formed for every 100 cells 
that were plated. 
 
4.2 Neurospheres secrete factors that affect their growth. 
CM was found to affect neurosphere size in high-density bulk suspension cultures. 
The neurospheres were dissociated mechanically and chemically, and were plated at 
two separate plating densities of 2000 cells/ml and 20000 cells/ml. The growth rate of 
neurospheres was measured in GM and compared with CM using the neurosphere size 
assay which provided an accuracy of ±5%. As shown in Fig 6 (a, b) the growth curve 
for GM exhibits bigger neurospheres compared to CM. As shown in Fig 6 (c, d) the 






















Figure 6.  Neurosphere growth stimulation by conditioned medium. (a) Experiments 
were performed at a high cell density of 20000 cells/ml and low cell density of 2000 
cells/ml. (b) A logarithmic growth rate curve showed that the cells double at a higher 
exponential rate for 4 days in CM compared to 3 days in GM. (c,d) No significant 
difference was noted at low density.  
 
4.3 Cell seeding density affects the lag time for neurosphere growth when 
aggregation is minimized 
To further analyze the growth of neurospheres, cells were cultured in a sandwich 
assay to partially immobilize cells and to minimize cell aggregation. Also to facilitate 
optimal growth the cell density was increased 10x fold to 200,000 cells/ml.  The 
observed growth of neurospheres was plotted against a theoretical growth rate with 20 
hours doubling time as shown in Fig 7 as observed in the literature for suspension 
cultures [30].   The results were obtained from 4 sets of sandwich assay that were 
repeated three times. The results show that cells when grown in our culture do indeed 















Figure 7.  Growth at  200,000 cells/ml on a sandwich culture. (25mm diameter circular 
glass coverslip  sandwich with 50 ul of medium in-between). 4  sets of sandwich cultures  
repeated three times for this graph. Theoretical=2
t/20
, where t is the number of hours 
 
To further compare the sandwich assay data to the normal cell culture conditions the 
sandwich assay was also performed at 20000 cells/ml where 4 sets of sandwich assay 
were cultured and the experiment was repeated three times. Results were compared 
against a theoretical growth rate with a 20 hour doubling time and with a 40 hour lag 
as shown in Fig 8. The data shows that it takes about 40 hours for the cells to reach a 
geometric rate of growth at 20000 cells/ml and as shown in Fig 7 this threshold is 
reached earlier and the lag time is never observed. Since the cells are immobilized, we 
conclude that the difference in lag times between 20000 cells/ml and 200000 cells/ml 






































Figure 8.  Growth at  20,000 cells/ml on a sandwich culture. (25mm diameter circular 
glass coverslip  sandwich with 50 ul of medium in-between). 4  sets of sandwich cultures  
repeated three times for this graph. Theoretical=2
(t-40)/20
, where t is the number of hours 
greater than 40, Theoretical=1, where t< 40 hours. 
 
4.4 Purification and characterization of factors in CM.  
The properties of other secreted factors in CM that might be responsible for the 
growth and survival stimulation was investigated. Allowing the CM to remain at 37C 
for over two weeks under sterile conditions without the presence of NFCs abolished 
the growth and survival stimulation properties of CM, whereas storing it at 4C 
helped preserve its properties for over two weeks This confirmed that the factors 
released into the CM were susceptible to degradation and therefore might be protein 
based. To further analyze the CM, 50 ml of the medium was filtered to remove cell 
debris and treated as per Section 3.3 and as shown in Fig 9. Six fractions of interest 
were obtained from the liquid chromatography column. Fractions 1 to 3 spanned 
molecular weights from 240-180 kDa, 180-120kDa, 120-30kDa and fractions 4 to 6 




Each fraction was reconstituted into growth medium to make up 50 ml of 
reconstituted medium.  
 
Figure 9. Protein fractionation and concentration. The cell solution obtained from 
neural cell culture was strained to remove cells using a 0.2 micron filter. The resulting 
solution was ultrafiltered using a 30 kDa filter to obtain a concentrated residue 1. The 
resulting filtrate was ultraconcentrated using a 3 kDa filter.  The residue obtained was 
labelled residue 2. Both residues were eluted through a liquid chromatography column 
and the flow rate was adjusted to obtain a 60 minute total elution time. Factions were 
obtained at intervals of 20 minutes. 
 
To isolate individual factors responsible for survival stimulation, the fractions were 
each tested with a 1000 cells/well cell plating density in 24 well plates, and a 
comparative neurosphere survival assay was performed between CM, GM and the 
fractions. As shown in Fig 10, GM exhibited a survival stimulation of 0.54 to 0.64 
NFU, (n=12 wells), CM exhibited a survival stimulation of 3.06 to 3.71 NFU, (n=12 
wells), Fraction1 exhibited a survival stimulation of 2.79 to 3.5 NFU, (n=12 wells), 





Figure 10. Survival stimulation by conditioned medium fractions. Individual fractions 1-
6 labelled F1 – F6 obtained from the protein purification technique were reconstituted 
in 50ml of growth medium. The number of neurospheres formed was measured in NFU 
which was the number of neurospheres formed for every 100 initial cells plated. 
 
exhibited a survival stimulation of 0.51 to 0.63 NFU, (n=12 wells), Fraction4 
exhibited a survival stimulation of 0.89 to 1.11 NFU, (n=12 wells), Fraction5 
exhibited a survival stimulation of 1.0 to 1.21 NFU, (n=12 wells) and Fraction6 
exhibited a survival stimulation of 0.53 to 0.62 NFU, (n=12 wells). Survival 
stimulation was highest in Fractions 1 and 2 and was similar to that found with CM.  
Fractions 4 and 5 were found to have marginally higher stimulation than GM. The 
Fractions 1, 2, 4 and 5 were then analyzed using LCMS as per Section 3.5. 
Fraction 1 was found to contain Tenascin C hexabrachion and DSD-1-Proteoglycan, 
Fraction 2 was found to contain DSD-1-Proteoglycan and calsyntenin-1. Fractions 4 
and 5 contained Glia derived nexin and ApoE mouse. Fraction 5 also contained CytC. 
Based on the survival stimulation DSD-1-proteoglycan, CytC and ApoE were found 



















Table 1. Peptide sequences detected using mass spectrometry. Table showing the three 
important peptide sequences detected by liquid chromatography mass spectrometry 
analysis of the 6 fractions from CM, DSD-1-proteoglycan, Cystatin C mouse and 
Apolipoprotein E mouse (ApoE) 
 
 
4.5 Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) and Chondroitin Sulphate Proteoglycan (CSPG) 
provide the survival stimulus for NSCs  
It was decided to reconstitute the medium with commercially available human ApoE 
(1μg/ml), CSPG from a calf cartilage (7.5μg/ml) and with Human CytC (20 ng/ml). 
The reconstitution was performed for 1000 cells/well and ApoE and DSD-1-
proteoglycan were found to stimulate survival of NSCs as shown in Fig 11. CM (3.03 
to 3.70 NFU, n=12), CSPG(3.56 to 4.40 NFU, n=12), CSPG+ApoE (4.6 to 5.7 NFU, 
n=12), growth medium(0.51 to 0.64 NFU, n=12), CytC (0.54 to 0.66 NFU, n=12). It 




found to have a significantly lower survival stimulatory effect but could, on addition 
to the CSPG mixture, provide added survival stimulation. 
  
Figure 11. Reconstitution of survival factors to prove their role. Apolipoprotein E 
(ApoE) human, chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan (CSPG) from calf cartilage and 
Cystatin C (Cytc) human were individually reconstituted at final working 
concentrations of 1g/ml, 7.5g/ml and 20ng/ml respectively into 24 well plates, each 
with 0.5ml of medium and 1000 neural stem cells. The rate of neurosphere stimulation 
was observed in neurosphere forming units (NFU) which was the number of 
neurospheres formed for every 100 initial cells plated. 
 
It was decided to investigate if CytC plays a similar role on embryonic murine NSCs. 
Cells were plated at 20000 cells/ml in a 24 well plate. The neurospheres were 
photographed daily for a period of 7 days and neurosphere sizes were determined as 
per the neurosphere growth rate assay. The growth rates of neurospheres were 
compared in GM, CM and in GM reconstituted with 20 ng/ml of human CytC. CytC 
was found to constitutively stimulate neurosphere growth better than growth medium. 
Both conditioned medium and CytC reconstituted medium provide neurospheres with 
a 3 day lag period before the growth spurt. Growth medium neurospheres were found 
to lag in size for the first 4 days but continued to grow and overtook the conditioned 






































Figure 12. CytC stimulation at high cell density. NSCs were plated at  20000 cells/ml in a 
24 well plate with 0.5 ml of medium in each well. Growth rate of neurospheres was 
compared in growth medium (GM), conditioned medium (CM) and in growth medium 
reconstituted with 20 ng/ml Human Cystatin C (Cystatin C 1x). 
 
4.6 CytC stimulates growth of neurospheres in a dose dependent manner  
The plateau of growth of neurospheres grown in conditioned medium after 5 days as 
shown in Fig 6 (a, b) was suggestive of a dose dependent effect of factors in the 
conditioned medium. A similar growth profile for CytC medium neurospheres as 
shown in Fig 12 was indicative that CytC might be that factor. Thus cells were plated 
at 20000 cells/ml in 24 well plates with 0.5 ml of medium per well and the dose 
dependent response of the cells in terms of growth rates to CytC (2 ng/ml to 400 
ng/ml) was measured as shown in Fig 13. CytC was found to stimulate growth better 
than conditioned medium at 20 ng/ml. A concentration of more than 200 ng/ml was 
found to inhibit cell proliferation. Peak stimulation occurred at 20 ng/ml. Thus, the 
plateau observed after 5 days in Fig 6 (a) might be due to an accumulation of toxic 








































Figure 13. Dose dependent response of neurosphere growth to Cystatin  C. NSCs were 
plated at  20000 cells/ml in a 24 well plate with 0.5 ml of medium in each well. Growth 
rate of neurospheres was compared in growth medium (GM),  and in growth medium 
reconstituted with  different concentrations of Human Cystatin C . (1x = 20 ng/ml 
Human Cystatin C) 
 
4.7 Cell aggregation 
4.7.1 Neurosphere initiation and growth in bulk culture 
Cells were plated twice at 20,000 cells/ml in four 6 well plates with 1.5 ml per well as 
a suspension culture. The neurosphere size was calculated as per the neurosphere size 
assay. The growth of neurospheres were observed in GM and plotted as a scatter plot 
with a logarithmic scale for the neurosphere size (see Fig 14). The bulk culture 
increase of neurospheres size is not characterized by a single  exponential increase as 
would be dictated by pure cell doubling which would result in a straight line with a 
logarithmic scale plot. Instead the growth exhibits abrupt increases in size which are 
representative of cellular aggregation. Based on the work from Wang et al, [90], it is 
known that cells have a doubling time of 20 hrs and the neurospheres are not obtained 











































Figure 14. Neurosphere size distribution at high cell plating density. Growth at  20,000 
cells/ml (n=24 wells, 1.5ml/well with 2 repetitions), shows the neurosphere sizes over a 
period of 7 days in a suspension culture. Neurosphere size is plotted at the logarithmic 
scale.  
 
4.7.2 Clonal cultures proliferate with far lower efficiency than bulk cultures at 
20000 cells/ml 
Due to the low efficiency in production of neurospheres at clonal densities the final 
size of neurospheres formed after plating single cells in 10 , 96 well plates with 100 ul 
of medium per well was measured after 21 days of culture as shown in Table 2. The 
experiment was repeated thrice. Out of the 3000 cells plated only 5 formed successful 
neurospheres and the expansion rate observed using the neurosphere size assay was 









Table 2. Neurosphere size (Number of cells/ Neurosphere) after 21 days in a clonal culture 
Neurosphere serial 
number 







4.7.3 Aggregation based bulk cultures reproducibly produce neurospheres of a 
similar size 
The same data from Fig 14 was further processed to obtain the average sizes of 
neurospheres during the 7 days of culture as shown in Fig 15, neurospheres grew until 
day 7 with a growth rate that far exceeded the limits imposed by a 20 hr doubling time 
as reported for neural cell culture [90].  
 
 
Figure 15. Average neurosphere size at high plating density. Growth at  20,000 cells/ml 
(n=24 wells, 1.5ml/well with 2 repetitions), shows the average neurosphere sizes over a 






Cells were cultured at 2,000 cells/ml in GM in 4 6-well NUNC plates with 1.5 
ml/well and the experiment was repeated twice. As shown in Fig 16,  neurospheres 
still grew until day 7 with a growth rate that far exceeded the limits imposed by a 20 
hr doubling time as reported for neural cell cultures [90]. The most interesting aspect 
of the measured growth profiles was that random aggregation events still produced 
reproducible neurosphere sizes in bulk cultures. Furthermore the observed sizes of 
neurospheres in 20000 cells/ml cultures was higher than that observed at 2000 
cells/ml cultures. 
 
Figure 16. Average neurosphere size at low plating density. Growth at  2,000 cells/ml 
(n=24 wells, 1.5ml/well with 2 repetitions), shows the average neurosphere sizes over a 
period of 7 days in a suspension culture. Neurosphere size is plotted at the logarithmic 
scale.  
 
As a further step to analyze the culture, the number of neurospheres formed in either 
case above was also counted at 20000 cells/ml and 2000 cells/ml and represented as 
NFUs (see Fig 17) which is the number of neurospheres formed for every hundred 
cells plated. It was found that the NFU numbers for bulk cultures with random 





Figure 17. Neurosphere numbers at low and high density. Neurosphere numbers with 
growth medium at  2,000 cells/ml (n=24 wells, 1.5ml/well with 2 repetitions) and at 
20,000 cells/ml  (n=24 wells, 1.5ml/well with 2 repetitions) . 1 NFU = 1 neurosphere 
formed for every 100 cells plated. 
 
As a comparison to the 20000 cells/ml bulk culture a 20000 cells/ml sandwich assay 
was performed where 4 sets of sandwich assay were cultured and the experiment was 
repeated three times as shown in Fig 8. Curve fitting found that the growth rate of the 
neurospheres matched an exponential curve with a 20 hour doubling time and a lag of 
40 hours. The sandwich assay minimized cell movement and thus aggregation and 
thus helped us ascertain the cellular duplication based growth profile of neural cells at 
a seeding density of 20000 cells/ml. The data shows that it takes about 40 hours for 
the cells to reach a geometric rate of growth at 20000 cells/ml. Given that cells at 
20000 cells/ml have a lag period of 40 hours before they start dividing all 
neurospheres formed at day 2 of Fig 6 were considered to be formed due to 
aggregation. Also since an aggregation event brings cells in very close proximity they 





Chapter 5 Computational methodology  
5.1 Derivation of cellular production rates 
Not all cells seeded in a culture divide and here the proportion of cells that divide can 
be estimated from the work by Reynolds et al who showed the overall cell numbers 
expanded by    = 5.76 fold on average during seven days of culture [47], along with 
the work of Wang et al who estimated the average doubling time to be = 20 hours 
[90]. Assuming that dividing cells produce dividing daughter cells throughout the 
culture, the number of cells per seeded dividing cell can be calculated at time t to be 
n=  
 
 ⁄  which equates to n=338 cells after seven days (168 hours). The proportion of 
dividing cells, can be calculated from = 1 + (n - 1), giving = 0.01412 or 1.41% 
which is similar to the 1.3% formation reported in the literature [9, 44] . The estimate 
fits with our bulk culture experiments where 1.4% of the cells are found to form 
neurospheres. Given the number of cells initially seeded, N
0
 the total number of cells 
at time t, N
t
, can be calculated by 
    (   ( 
 
 ⁄   ))         (1) 
If each cell in the culture produces the relevant factors at a constant rate, the number 
of hours of cell factor production F
t, 
can be calculated by integrating Equation (1)  
over time where the integration constant, c, was determined by setting F
0
=0. 
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concentrations of growth factor [Gf]=0.4 nM, [ApoE]=20 nM,  [CSPG]=12 nM and  
[CytC]=12 nM were assumed in the conditioned medium. These values were 
estimated from the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer used. The conditioned 
medium was ultra-concentrated 35-fold as per Section 3.3 before CytC and CSPG 
were detected using QSTAR-LCMS whereas they were not detected after a 10-fold 
concentration. Given that the LCMS system has a sensitivity of 180 nM, the 
concentration of the factors was estimated to be in the range of 18nM to 5nM. Due to 
the losses of factors to the ultrafiltration column, the concentration of CytC and CSPG 
was estimated to be 12 nM in the conditioned medium. The conditioned medium was 
ultra-concentrated 14-fold as per Section 3.3 before ApoE was detected using 
QSTAR-LCMS whereas it was not detected after a 10-fold concentration. Given that 
the LCMS system has a sensitivity of 180 nM, the concentration of the factors was 
estimated to be in the range of 18nM to 13nM. Due to the losses of factors to the 
ultrafiltration column after two serial runs at 30 kDa and 3 kDa respectively, the 
concentration of ApoE was estimated to be 20 nM in the conditioned medium. None 
of these factors were present in the medium at the initial time point.  
The cellular production rate for a given factor f, Pf, can therefore be estimated by 
dividing the final factor concentration by the total number of factor production hours. 
       
   ⁄          (3) 




, the resulting factor production rates were PGf=17.45, 
PApoE=903.7, PCSPG=55.58 and PCytC=55.58.   
5.2 Cellular  factor production and diffusion 
The 10 ml growth medium in a circular dish of diameter 10cm was modelled as a 




a final grid size of 1mm x 1mm x 1mm was used. Each grid was considered to be a 
control volume. NE cellular entities were seeded at a density of ρ cells/ml in a control 
volume of VCV.ml where VE= VCV / NE is the volume per entity assuming an even 
distribution of cells. 
                  (4) 
The volume of an entity, VE was assumed to be distributed spherically and was 
therefore modelled as 1-cell thick concentric shells. The radius of VE is calculated and 
then divided by the diameter of a cell and round up to the nearest whole number to get 
the number of concentric shells SH. Each entity can sense the presence of other 
entities through the flux of factors through the outermost shell. An entity can be 
considered to be either a single cell or a group of cells (a neurosphere). 
The model was executed as a quasi steady state system where the production, 
diffusion and binding of factors was repeated in sequence as shown in Fig 18 and the 
production and diffusion was assumed to be at steady state for the binding of factors. 
This was used to model factor distribution and binding for both single cells as well as 
neurospheres. 
 




At the initial time point a single cell was considered. The single cell was set to be the 
central cell in the volume VE and was surrounded by 1-cell thick concentric empty 
shells through which factors were transported to and from the cell. The cell interacted 
with other entities through the flux of factors through the outermost shell of the 
volume VE. The cell was assumed to be point source at the centre of the entity and the 
rate of change of factor concentration at the inner most shell due to production dC
1
/dt 
was modelled as per Equation 5 where the factors are produced at a rate of
fP and 
where the innermost shell has the same volume as that of a single cell, Vcell. The 







           (5) 
The diffusion of factors between shells was calculated using a three dimensional 
radial diffusion approach. The three dimensional diffusion is modelled as an isotropic 
diffusion process and hence is radially symmetric when considering spherical 
coordinates. Hence the diffusion profile is isotropic for any radial distance R from the 
source. This lets us simplify the radial diffusion to a one dimensional problem as per 
Equation 6. The equation was implemented using a standard forward time central 
space (FTCS) finite difference scheme for a single dimension.
 
shC  is the 
concentration of factors at shell sh, 
sh
fD is the diffusion constant at that particular spot 
in the medium, R is the radial distance from the centre to the diffusion shell and  the 























5.2.1 Diffusion and binding coefficients 
The diffusion constants for the factors are based on the work done in [65] and [38]. 
The diffusion constants for ApoE, Gf, CytC and CSPG were calculated as per 
Equation 7 (The equation has been derived from the relation stated at [91] where frM
represents the molecular mass of the factor, fD represents the diffusion constant for 
the factor, refD  represents the diffusion constant of EGF from literature [38] and 
ref
rM  









DD            (7) 
Using mass spectrometry the molecular masses for the ApoE, CytC and DSD 
proteoglycan in the medium were found to be 15kDa, 35kDa and 170 kDa, 
respectively. The molecular mass of Gf was set to be the same value as that of EGF = 
30 kDa.  Hence the calculated diffusion coefficients for ApoE, CytC, DSD 
proteoglycan and Gf in m2s-1 were 8.9, 15.7, 1.6 and 11.9 respectively. 
Once the diffusion was accounted for, the final concentration of factors was used to 
calculate the formation of complexes and to calculate the level of binding of the 
factors/ factor complexes to the single cell. The binding of factors was assumed to be 
at equilibrium at the end of each finite time step Δt.  
5.2.2 Factor binding to the cell surface 
After the production step, and the equilibration of factor concentration fluxes between 
shells in the diffusion step, factor binding is modelled as per Equation 8. The factors 





Figure 19. Factor complex schematic for neural cell stimulation. Factor 1 is CSPG, 
factor 2 is CytC, factor 3 is ApoE and factor 4 is Tenascin C.  ApoE and CSPG are 







                     (8) 
Here Kf and Kb represent the forward and backward reaction rate constants 
respectively for the factor f and its receptor, Rb and Rf represent the number of bound 
and free receptors respectively for factor f, and Cf represents the local concentration 
of factor f. 
The factors ApoE and DSD-proteoglycan are assumed to bind each other to form a 
complex and CytC and growth factor are assumed to form a complex before binding 
to the cell surface. The CytGF complex formation was modelled at equilibrium as per 
the law of mass action shown in Equation 9a where Kf1 and Kb1 represent the 
forward and backward rate constants respectively for CytC and  Gf. The APPG 
complex formation was also modelled at equilibrium as per the law of mass action 
shown in Equation 9b where Kf2 and Kb2 represent the forward and backward rate 
constants respectively for ApoE and  DSD-proteoglycan. 
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5.3 Cellular states and transition between states  
The cells were modelled as state machines that govern their behaviour as shown in 
Fig 20. At state 0 they are considered dormant and can be initiated to form 
neurospheres; in state 1 they are already dividing to form neurospheres with a 20 hour 
doubling time provided the cell division criteria is fulfilled as per R4 in Fig 20. In 
state 2 they are quiescent and will not respond to external stimuli. 
 
Figure 20. Three state model for cellular expansion. A cell’s ability to divide depends on 
surrounding paracrine factor concentration and the time interval from the previous 
division, Td.  Cells cannot move to earlier states and state 2 is a terminal state. 
 
At the start of culture 99.9% of the cells are modelled to begin with state 0 and the 0.1 




[45] as these cells are found to divide without receiving factors from neighbouring 
cells. Based on the factor concentration near the surface of the cell and the required 
threshold concentration requirement other single cells are capable of being converted 
from state 0 to 1. The behaviour of the cell is controlled by the binding of factors to 
the cell surface.  
 
 
5.4 Cellular arrangement in concentric shells  
 
Figure 21. The neurosphere structure model 
 
When a specific cell within a grid starts to divide it is called a neurosphere and the 
neurosphere contains the parent cell at the innermost shell and the daughter cell in the 
second shell. The factor concentration at the daughter cell’s surface is initialized to 
that in the shell of the neurosphere containing the daughter cell. Any further 
duplication results in the daughters being placed into subsequent shells as the shells 
are sequentially filled up as shown in Fig 21. A typical neurosphere has a diameter of 




controlled by the volume factor α=3.285 such that Nsh =Vsh/ α Vcell and V
sh
 is the 
volume of the shell. 
5.4.1 Neurosphere factor production and diffusion 
In a neurosphere, the production of factors by cells found in the concentric shells 
around the central cell was modelled as a uniform hollow spherical source as per 
Equation 10 where 
shC represents the concentration of the factors in the cell 











                   (10) 
5.4.2 Effect of tortuosity on diffusion coefficients in neurospheres 
Unlike in the case of a single cell, in a neurosphere the adjacent shells of a cell get 
filled up sequentially. The presence of cells in a shell decreases the diffusion rate 
through the shell and a filled concentric shell that is bounded on either side filled 
shells is modelled to have a tortuosity of 1.5. Based on the work from [38] the 
diffusion constant was reduced by a factor of 1.5
2
 based on the value of tortuosity= 
1.5 for rat brain tissue when simulating diffusion near the surface of single cells. The 
diffusion rate through a specific shell is represented by Equation 11 where τ1 and τ2 
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Diffusion of factors through the neurosphere is modelled as per Equation 6 and the 
diffusion coefficients are derived from Equation 11. Hence factors are modelled to 
diffuse radially with varying tortuosity through the shells accounting for the presence 
of adjacent cells in the neurosphere. Cells within the neurosphere follow the cellular 
rules as per Fig 20 to provide larger neurospheres over time. Once the factors reach 
the outer most shell of the entity volume they are modelled to flux into the control 
volume and affect the adjacent entities. 
 
5.4.3 Boundary conditions 
The change in concentration of factors in the control volume Vcv, Δ fC  
is computed 
from the change in outermost shell concentration, Δ SHC , of each entity in the grid 



















                   (12) 
Hence summation of fluxes from all the entity volumes is set to change the 
concentration of the control volume that they make up.  A negative flux indicates that 
the entity is absorbing factors while a positive flux indicates factor production by the 
entity into the control volume. 
The time step was constrained by the stability criterion shown by Equation 13 where 
D represents the diffusion constant for CytC and the space step which is the 
diameter of a cell. The diffusion coefficient of CytC is chosen as it the smallest of all 
the modelled molecules that diffuse through the medium and has the largest diffusion 
coefficient. Hence the minimum time step calculated for CytC will fulfil the stability 






         
(13) 
Thus the radial diffusion calculations in a neurosphere are followed by a isotropic 
diffusion calculation for diffusion of factors across grids as per Equation 14 based on 
the time step criterion represented by Equation 15. Here Cf represents the 
concentration of factors at the particular control volume and Df its corresponding 
diffusion coefficient. For Equation 15, s represents the space step between adjacent 
control volumes used in the diffusion calculation in a finite difference 2D diffusion 
















                        (15)
 
5.4.4 Neural cell aggregation coefficients in bulk culture 
As per the work done on in-vitro cell aggregation [63], aggregating cells actively 
recruit cells for aggregation. Single cells only find single cells to aggregate to, but on 
the other hand neurospheres rapidly pickup smaller neurospheres or multiple single 
cells. The rate of cells being picked up as related to the existing size of the structure. 
Thus a single cell would recruit a single cell, a doublet would recruit two cells each 
time an aggregation event takes place and a neurosphere will double its size by 
finding either single cells or smaller neurospheres. Also since this type of aggregation 
can be considered as the combining of two structures of similar size it will also result 
in an exponential growth pattern but with a different index. The combined growth rate 
can be modelled by the Equation 16 where Ncell is the number of cells in the structure 
after α hours, τ is the cellular doubling time, ψ is the lag time before doubling and σ is 
the aggregation doubling time (the average time taken for an aggregation event to take 
place). 






          (16) 
The aggregation event was modelled as a probability based random event in the 
culture that is related to the cell seeding density in the localized environment. The 
probability of an event varies with time and can be modelled on the basis of a Poisson 











        (17) 
p represents the probability of having one cell adhesion in n hours, σ represents the 
average number of hours for one cell adhesion event or the aggregation doubling time. 
Equation 17 is based on the Poisson distribution and the mean used for the Poisson 
distribution that represents the average number of hours taken for a single cell fusion 
event, is affected by local cell density as shown by Equation 18.  
)/(1  A          (18) 
σ represents the same value as in Equation 17, A= 1.30921 cells1/3hour-1m-2 is a 
proportionality constant. represents the local cell density in cells/m3 and υ=0.18484 
is a dimensionless exponential constant.  
To simulate the random aggregation process a random number generator based on 
Equation 19 is used and a unique seed is generated for each use of the random number 









       (19) 
No
t
 is the random number generated at time t and p(t) is the corresponding random 
probability value calculated at time t. Based on these equations growing cells at a 
density of less than 100 cells/ml reduces the average number of cell fusions to less 






Chapter 6 Computational Results 
6.1 The factor based growth threshold  
In the absence of experimental data the parameters for the backward and forward rates 
of binding were fitted in conjunction with the cellular thresholds at 20000 cells/ml 
seeding density.  
The factors ApoE and DSD-proteoglycan were assumed to bind each other to form a 
complex APPG before they bind to the cell surface.  The forward and backward 




 and Kb2=1.0 
s
-1 
respectively and the cell surface binding forward and backward rate constants were 




respectively. Total number of APPG receptors 
was set to 100/cell, which is equal to free *      
    
 }+ bound {         
    } receptors. 
The complex concentration was modelled to be at equilibrium. The complex 
formation and binding were modelled as per Equations 20 and 21 respectively. 
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The factors CytC and Gf were assumed to bind each other and form a complex CytGf 
before they bind to the cell surface. The concentration of bound CytGf determined if a 
cell doubled with a 20 hour doubling time. When the CytGF concentration went too 
high the cells transited to state 2 and when not enough of CytGF was bound to the cell 
the cell remained at state 0. The forward and backward constants for CytGF complex 




 and Kb1=1.0 s
-1 
respectively, and the cell 









100/cell, which was equal to free *       
    
 }+ bound {          
    } receptors. The 
complex concentration was modelled to be at equilibrium. The complex formation 
and binding were modelled as per Equations 22 and 23 respectively. 
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6.2 The factor based neurosphere initiation threshold 
Using the production rates and the diffusion rates for ApoE and CSPG the distribution 
of factors was modelled for an uniform distribution of cells with a plating density of 
20000 cells/ml and the concentration of APPG at the cell surface was determined to 
be 0.0975 nM (Appendix, shelldatastep120 for 20000 cells/ml) after the 40 hours lag 
period determined from Fig 8. Thus the threshold surface concentration of the 
complex APPG was estimated to be 0.0975 nM. 
The cell surface factor concentration was monitored for a uniform plated culture at 
200,000 cells/ml and at 2000 cells/ml with no aggregation to see if and when the 
threshold concentration for APPG is satisfied by the microenvironment around the 
cell. Supplementary data for the 200000 cells/ml cell surface concentration shows that 
the paracrine factor threshold is reached by the 200,000 cells/ml culture within 5.98 
hrs (Appendix, shelldatastep 75 for 200000 cells/ml) and this results in no lag in the 
exponential growth of the culture, whereas the paracrine factor threshold is never 
reached by the 2000 cells/ml culture within 7 days (Appendix, shelldatastep 505 for 
2000 cells/ml). From Table 2, 5 neurospheres are formed out of 3000 cells in spite of 
having cells in isolation. The neurosphere formation potential of these cells cannot be 




designated as being neurospheres at the start of the culture. Thus exponential growth 
is only modelled to occur in low density cultures within 7 days if random aggregation 
events occur that cause localized cell concentrations that help create localized maxima 
for paracrine factor concentrations that breach the required threshold or if the cell 
belongs to the 0.1% of the population that survives independent of the paracrine 
survival factors in the medium. Thus cultures with cell plating densities below 20000 
cells/ml maybe inefficient at expansion and require factor supplements to improve the 
culture conditions. 
6.3 Aggregation coefficients for neural cells 
From the analysis of Fig 8, ψ was set at 40 hours at 20000 cells/ml, σ was set to 
infinity and τ was 20 hours in Equation 16 for single cell cultures without 
aggregation. However in a bulk culture assay where aggregation could occur in 24 
hours, the value of ψ is set to 24 hours in Equation 16 and σ is calculated as per 
Equation 18.  To analyze the aggregation rate at 20000 cells/ml in a bulk culture, the 
gradient of the logarithmic plot of Fig 6 (b) until day 3 is considered which represents 
the first 48 hours of culture, and thus α = 48 hrs and Ncell = 75.5. The reason the first 
48 hour window was chosen is to minimize complications arising from other 
differentiation processes and to minimize the contribution of cellular doubling to 
aggregate size. By substituting the values derived in the previous paragraph into 
Equation 17, aggregation doubling time σ = 9.5268 hrs was computed at 20000 
cells/ml. 
Separately, when considering cultures at 2000 cells/ml, the neurosphere initiation 
factor threshold is not reached by single cells even after 7 days of culture. Thus all the 




then enable cells to divide. In this case the growth profile in Fig 6 (d) until day 4 
which represents the first 72 hours of culture sets α = 72 hrs and Ncell = 161.77, τ is 20 
hours. All these values are substituted into the Equation 17 to get an aggregation 
doubling time σ = 14.581 hrs at 2000 cells/ml. The lag time ψ is set to 24 hours as 
aggregates are formed at this time point. Thus the aggregation doubling time increases 
when the plating density is reduced.  
Based on the work represented by Fig 17, on average 0.6 % of the cells form 
aggregates at 2000 cells/ml and this is increases to 1.3 % at 20000 cells/ml and there 
is very little variation in the frequency of aggregates in the culture for a particular cell 
seeding density. Also from Fig 15 and 16, the first sets of aggregates are formed 
within the first 24 hours of culture.  
6.4 Testing the aggregate doubling rate at differing cell densities 
A volume of 1 µl with 20 cells was modelled with no cellular duplication. This 
ensured that the total number of cells throughout the culture remained constant. 1 cell 
was allowed to form aggregates by recruiting other cells. Each aggregation event was 
modelled to involve the addition of a single cell as shown in Fig 22 where each step 
represented an addition of a single cell and the width of the step indicated the time 
interval between aggregation events. After each aggregation the cell density reduced 
making subsequent aggregation events less likely. From the data, a drop in cell 





Figure 22. Aggregation based doubling at 20 cells/µl seeding density with no cell 
division. The middle grid neurosphere represents the cell in the centre control volume 
that is capable of binding any of the cells in the control volume with equal probability 
 
6.5 Verifying the factor concentration near the cell surface by setting the cells as 
non dividing constant point sources 
Using the production rates and the diffusion rates for ApoE and DSD-1-proteoglycan 
the distribution of factors around a uniform distribution of non dividing cells was 
simulated with a plating density of 20000 cells/ml. The concentration of ApoE and 
CSPG at the cell surface was estimated to be 5.67 nM and 10.34 nM respectively after 
36 hours (Appendix, shelldatastep 108 for 20000 cells/ml). The increase in 
concentration of the factors at the cell surface in the first 36 hours is shown in Fig 23. 
The concentration profile shown in Fig 23 correlated with the concentration profile of 
a factor near a constant point source in an isotropic medium where the initial increase 
in concentration was very high followed by a gradual increase in concentration. Also 







Figure 23. Cell surface concentration of ApoE and DSD-1-proteoglycan (CSPG) at 
uniform plating density of 20000 cells/ml until 36 hours of culture with no aggregation 
and cell division. 
 
6.6 Utilizing the factor based threshold to predict the growth at 200000 cells/ml 
and 2000 cells/ml without aggregation 
The factor concentration at 40 hours (0.0975 nM for APPG) for a 20000 cells/ml 
plated culture undergoing cell division was used as the threshold for cell division for a 
uniform plated culture at 200,000 cells/ml (see Fig 24) and at 2000 cells/ml (see Fig 
25) with no aggregation to see if and when this was satisfied by the microenvironment 
around the cell.  
Fig 24 shows that the paracrine factor threshold was reached by the 200,000 cells/ml 
culture within 5.98 hrs (Appendix, shelldatastep 75 for 200000 cells/ml). The spikes 
in the concentration profile represent the instant of an exponential cell division that 
caused a larger number of cells to be in proximity. The first spike in factor 




Fig 25 shows that the paracrine factor threshold was never reached by the 2000 
cells/ml culture within 7 days. No spikes were observed in the factor concentration 
profile indicating that cell division did not occur.  
 
Figure 24. Cell surface concentration of ApoE and DSD-1-proteoglycan (CSPG) at 
uniform plating density of 200,000 cells/ml with no aggregation 
 
 
Figure 25. Cell surface concentration of ApoE and DSD-1-proteoglycan (CSPG) at 





Thus it was predicted that exponential growth in low density cultures within 7 days 
could occur if aggregation events increased cell proximity and helped the cell reach 
the paracrine factor threshold within 7 days. Furthermore exponential growth rates 
could occur among 0.1% of the population that survive independent of the paracrine 
survival factors in the medium. Cultures with lower than 20000 cells/ml plating 
densities would be recommended to utilize factor supplements to improve the cellular 
expansion rates. 
 
6.7 Cell density affects ApoE distribution more than CSPG 
As observed from Fig 23, 24 and 25 the ApoE concentration at the cell surface 
reduced more drastically than CSPG concentration when the plating density was 
reduced. This observation correlated with the relative size of ApoE which was only 35 
kDa compared to the CSPG molecule which was 175 kDa. Thus the ApoE diffused 
further faster after production as shown by Fig 26, Fig 27 and Fig 28 for cell seeding 
densities of 2000, 20000 and 200000 cells/ml respectively.  
The concentration of factors near the cell surface increased with higher cell plating 
density. This correlated with higher survivability of cells at higher plating density. 
Furthermore the profile of CSPG compared to ApoE showed that the concentration of 
CSPG was higher near to the cell and the concentration of ApoE was higher than 
CSPG further away from the cell. Thus it can be postulated that cells preferentially 
retain CSPG compared to ApoE and the CM has a larger proportion of secreted ApoE 





Figure 26. Factor concentration profile radially away from the cells after 36 hours at 




Figure 27. Factor concentration profile radially away from the cells after 36 hours at 





Figure 28. Factor concentration profile radially away from the cells after 36 hours at 
plating density of 200,000 cells/ml 
 
6.8 Paracrine factor contribution to the neighboring cells and conditioned 
medium 
Cells were seeded at 20000 cells/ml with a uniform density and cell aggregation was 
not allowed to happen. A single cell was allowed to form a neurosphere at the start of 
the culture while the other cells were maintained as single non proliferating cells 
within a grid. The factor profile at the outermost diffusion shell of the neurosphere 
was plotted as shown in Fig 29.  The results showed that the contribution of factors to 
the surroundings increases when the neurosphere cell number increases. Also the 
concentration of ApoE was consistently higher than that of CSPG irrespective of the 
aggregate size. Hence it can be postulated that cell entities in suspension culture 





Figure 29 Outermost shell concentration at uniform plating density of 20000 cells/ml 
with no aggregation 
 
6.9 Diffusion profile across the cell filled shells as the shells fill up with cells 
Cells were seeded at 20000 cells/ml with a uniform density and cell aggregation was 
not allowed to happen. A neurosphere was allowed to form and the profile of factor 
concentration across the cell filled shells was observed in shell 1, 2, 3 and 4 as shown 
in Fig 30. Each spike in the concentration profile correlated with a doubling of cell 
number in the neurosphere. The graph shows that the concentration of the inner shells 
increased faster than the concentration of the outer shells throughout the time interval. 
Furthermore the rate of increase of the concentration of factors in the inner shell 
increased faster than that of the outer shells as more cells were added to the 
neurosphere. Hence it can be predicted that larger neurospheres have significantly 






Figure 30 Diffusion profile across the cell filled shells at uniform plating density of 20000 
cells/ml with no aggregation 
 
6.10 Diffusion profile across shell 4 and 5 as shells 1 to 4 fill up with cells 
sequentially as the neurosphere is formed 
Cells were seeded at 20000 cells/ml with a uniform density and cell aggregation was 
not allowed to happen. A neurosphere was allowed to form and the profile of factor 
concentration across shell 5 was observed as  shells 1, 2, 3, 4 sequentially fill up with 
cells and compared to shell 4 as shown in Fig 31.  As shell 5 is an empty shell it 
represented the culture medium in the vicinity of the neurosphere. The results clearly 
showed that larger neurospheres condition the medium in their vicinity more than 
smaller neurospheres and single cells. Hence it can be predicted that single cells 
placed in the vicinity of large neurospheres will obtain more paracrine factor 





Figure 31 Diffusion profile across shell 4 and 5 as shells 1 to 4 fill up with cells 
sequentially at uniform plating density of 20000 cells/ml with no aggregation 
 
6.11 Factor concentration profile at 1.5 days and at the end of the culture 
Cells were seeded at 20000 cells/ml with a uniform density and cell aggregation was 
not allowed to happen. A neurosphere was allowed to form and the profile of factor 
concentration across all shells was analyzed at 1.5 days (36 hrs) and at the end of 
culture (144 hrs) as shown in Fig 32. The concentration of factors in the outermost 
shell at 144 hours represented the CM. The concentration of factors in the innermost 
shell at 1.5 days represents the concentration of factors near the cell surface when 
neurospheres start to form. The graph showed that the CSPG concentration in CM 
though higher was comparable to the CSPG concentration near the cell surface when 
neurospheres start to form. However the concentration of ApoE was significantly 
higher in CM compared to the ApoE concentration near the cell surface at the 1.5 day 





Figure 32 Factor concentration profile at 1.5 days and at the end of the culture at 





Chapter 7 Discussion 
It was found that NFUs were dependent on cell density suggesting that cells could be 
releasing factors that promote NSC survival. To investigate this possibility we 
measured the NFUs of cultures as a function of cell density in the absence or presence 
of CM. To ensure optimal conditions for survival of cells within the neurosphere due 
to constraints of diffusion of oxygen and other critical factors to the inner cells in the 
neurosphere, the neurosphere culture was passaged after 7 days and the size of 
neurospheres was limited to a diameter of 170 m. Furthermore the number of 
passages was limited to 14. No cell necrosis was observed and the neurosphere was 
found to be at an exponential growth phase when passaged after 7 days. Also the 
diameter of 170 m is smaller than the 500 m diameter neurospheres used for self-
renewal studies in the literature [47]. Neurospheres were dissociated mechanically and 
plated at clonal, low, medium or high densities. At high cell density (20,000 
cells/well) CM had no effect on NSC survival with a mean NFU of around 8. The 
large SD values at high density arise because of the nature of culture conditions (see 
Section 3.1 for details). At densities between 100 and 1000 cells/ml the NFUs varied 
between 0.1 and 0.6. For clonal analysis cells were manually dispensed into wells and 
there was a tendency to select larger cells. In separate experiments cell size was found 
to be a determinant of NFUs which is consistent with results from other groups [62]. 
The clonal NFUs for the manually selected cells was approximately 2. The effect of 
CM on NFU was consistent and independent of cell density between 10-1000 
cells/ml. There was a 7-8 fold stimulation of NFUs by CM at cell densities from 





The average neurosphere forming unit (NFU, number of neurospheres formed per 100 
cells plated) at clonal density is very low, and varies between 0.1 and 3.0 (depending 
on conditions) as compared to between 2 and 14 at high density (20,000 cells/ml). 
This low NFU is a major hurdle to investigate NSCs at clonal density. We 
hypothesized that this difference in NFU was due in part to higher levels of secreted 
survival/proliferation factors present in high-density cultures.  
Here the neurosphere niche has been investigated to identify factors that may promote 
NSC survival and growth. Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LCMS) of the 
functionally active fractions of CM identified the factors DSD-1-proteoglycan, 
apolipoprotein E (ApoE), and CytC. Reconstitution experiments showed DSD-1-
proteoglycan and ApoE to be responsible for neurosphere survival stimulation and 
CytC to be responsible for neurosphere growth stimulation. The identification of 
ApoE, DSD-proteoglycan and CytC as survival/growth factors for NSCs has major 
implications for the propagation of these cells in vitro (in particular at clonal density) 
and their use to study neurodevelopment.  
The current study of neural stem cells that produce multipotent neurospheres on 
repeated passaging in suspension cultures is plagued with huge variances in 
neurosphere numbers and cellular expansion rates. This has made it difficult to 
benchmark the culture conditions that affect paracrine factor production and 
stimulation that govern neurosphere formation rates. We present a neurosphere 
initiation model that incorporates factors identified from experimental data about 
paracrine factor stimulation and incorporates diffusion coefficients of similar sized 
dextran molecules in mouse brain tissue to mathematically model their distribution in 
a suspension culture. Factor transport is modelled as a 3 dimensional isotropic 




similar sized molecules in the rat brain tissue. The cellular response is modelled as a 
factor concentration dependent response. Cellular arrangement within neurospheres is 
modelled in concentric shells around the centre of the neurosphere. Cellular volume is 
set to occupy 31.8% of the volume of the shells. The cellular doubling time is set at 
20hrs when the conditions are ideal for division. Cellular selection for survival is 
based on a 0.1% subset that is predetermined to form neurospheres and 1.3% subset 
that forms neurospheres when the threshold is reached. 
The work described above suggests that conditioned medium has autocrine/paracrine 
factors that are released by NFCs. These factors include ApoE and CSPG, which are 
responsible for survival stimulation, and CytC which is responsible for growth 
stimulation of neurospheres. With the dose dependent stimulation data and the 
molecular weights of the factors the distribution of these factors in the medium over 
time can be deduced computationally and the individual exposure of cells to these 
factors at any time point can be modelled.  The model accounts for the production and 
diffusion of factors into the medium and estimates the parameters that control the 
survival response of individual cells to the different concentrations of secreted factors 
in their neighbourhood. With the biological growth and survival curves the production 
rates, binding rates for these factors and the cell sensitivity to the factor 
concentrations were estimated. The expansion of cells in the system has been 
computationally modelled and compared to biological experiments. 
The transport of factors was quantitatively modelled between cells and concentration 
based parameters were established for the initiation of neurosphere formation based 




The model is based on mass transfer of factors in a suspension culture that results in 
neurosphere formation. Using isotropic diffusion the model is used to investigate the 
effect of cell seeding density on neurosphere expansion. Diffusion analysis shows that 
the neurosphere allows for the concentration of factors to higher levels within the 
neurosphere that is not available to single cells. The exponential growth phase of 
neural cells at 20000 cells/ml is correlated to a specific threshold of survival factors 
and the threshold concentrations are used to predict growth at different cell seeding 
densities.  
To validate the model  we compared theoretical and predicted growth rates at a low 
seeding density of 2000 cells/ml and a very high seeding density of 200000 cells/ml 
without aggregation.  
In Figure 24, the spikes in concentration denote a predicted doubling of dividing cells 
in the neurosphere at a seeding density of 200000 cells/ml. The model’s result 
predicts six evenly spaced doublings in 5 days or 120 hours to give a doubling time of 
20 hours with no lag. The evenly spaced doublings continue until the 7
th
 day of 
culture and results in eight doublings in 168 hours of culture. This result leads to a 
prediction of 2
8
 cells from each neurosphere or 256 cells per neurosphere. The   
biological experimental results shown in Figure 7 agree with the predictions of the 
simulation. 
In Figure 25, no spikes in the concentration profiles are predicted signifying that no 
cell division has occurred within 7 days of culture. Biological experimental results in 
Table 2 show that neurosphere size ranges between 69 to 110 cells per neurosphere 
after 21 days of culture which corresponds to between 6 and 7 doublings. Based on 




initial division as the neighbouring daughter cells create a localized high cell density 
microenvironment. Thus it can be concluded that the neurosphere sizes in Table 2 are 
created by between 120 to 140 hours of consecutive doublings of cells. This 
corresponds to consecutive cell division in the last 5 to 6 days of the 21 day culture. 
This experimental result at low cell density further reconfirms the predictions of the 
model in Figure 25 at a low cell seeding density of 2000 cells/ml.   
The model forms a framework to build upon for the simulation of a suspension culture 
that can be used to investigate other aggregate suspension cultures. 
The model shows that the cell density has lesser effect on the concentration profile of 
CSPG as it is a large molecule and thus has slow diffusion rates and is retained close 
to the cells that produce it. The cell plating density has more effect on the 
concentration profile of ApoE. The threshold for neurosphere initiation deduced 
shows that adding 20 nM ApoE helps the cells reach the ApoE threshold right at the 
start of culture even at clonal density and that CM is capable of let cells reach the 
factor threshold required to stimulate neurosphere formation. For future work 
involving clonal cultures it would be advisable to grow cells in a matrix that would 
hinder diffusion and thus help cells retain the factors that they produce. It would help 
to add ApoE to cultures at cell densities below 20000 cells/ml to ensure higher 
concentration of ApoE near the cell surface.   
The neurosphere survival reported in clonal density assays are very inefficient and 
represent the 0.1% of the population of cells that are either already in the S phase of 
their cycle during cell plating or have the ability to survive irrespective of the medium 
conditions. Our analysis suggests that aggregation based neurosphere size might be 




by the work done by Singec et al [63], that shows directed cellular aggregation, where 
cells migrate and recruit neighbouring cells. The model needs to be further developed 
to allow directed cell recruiting during each aggregation event. The cell division based 
neurosphere size increase can be used to determine the proportion of dividing cells in 
the neurosphere. This might either be the proportion of neural stem cells, provided 
neural stem cells are defined as the dividing cells in a culture, or the proportion of 
dividing cells might reflect the frequency of healthy neural stem cells. These factors 
could be used to classify observed neurospheres without dissociating them and 





Chapter 8 Conclusion and further recommendations 
The work in this thesis shows that a diffusion based model can be used to predict 
possible distributions of factors based on their size. The information obtained from 
these distributions can be used to predict the temporal variations in 
microenvironments around cells that might selectively propagate a subset of cells in 
the culture. 
The work could be complemented by further biological experiments to verify the 
interaction of the identified factors with other factors in the culture. It is known from 
the literature that CSPG binds with many other lipid based molecules to form a raft 
that allows for the binding of survival factors. The interaction of CSPG with Heparan 
Sulphate proteoglycans another survival promoting factor also needs to be studied. 
Possible ways of studying and verifying the interactions include tagging the CSPG 
molecules and potential binding partners with fluorophores, and doing FRET study to 
verify their binding affinity and frequency. This will help parameterize the forward 
and backward reaction rates for CSPG with ApoE and other potential binding 
partners. Also, further FRET studies of the binding efficacy of APOE and CSPG with 
the receptors on the cell surface, will help make the model more accurate. 
Furthermore, the distribution of the factors within the neurosphere needs to account 
for the extra cellular effects and binding and unbinding rates with the cell surface. 
While the model accounts for this using an in-vivo based experimentally obtained 
tortuosity factor, the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, (FRAP), of 
fluorescent labelled  factors within the in-vitro neurosphere environment, will help 




The effect of oxygen on neurosphere survival was not studied in this thesis work. The 
oxygen concentration was assumed to be constant in the air above the culture 
environment and was assumed to diffuse into the medium and reach the growing cells 
and not be a survival rate limiting factor due to the relatively small sizes of 170 m 
diameter of neurospheres in our study. However the possible harmful effect of oxygen 
free-radicals in the vicinity of neurospheres in in-vitro environments needs to be 
studied. 
Further studies need to be conducted to ascertain the production rates of factors by 
neural cells in a suspension culture, and to account for possible variations in 
production rates of neural cells that are quiescent, differentiating, differentiated  and 
actively dividing. This is especially important, as only a small fraction of cells are 
actively dividing, and production rates may vary based on the state of the cell. 
Another aspect that needs to be investigated is the consumption, modification and 
degradation of produced factors in the medium, and their effects on the concentration 
of survival factors in the medium. Tagging the different functional groups of the 
secreted proteins might help identify sites of cleavage and protein modification. The 
fluorescent tagging might also help determine the kinetics involved in the production 
and consumption of factors. The current model assumes a quasi-steady state for the 
factor concentrations and this could be further improved on. 
The survival of clonal neurospheres can be improved, by placing them in gels with 
lower diffusion rates, which will help concentrate the secreted factors. The factor 
production rate kinetics can be verified and used to countercheck the predictions of 







A. Shelldatastep120.exnode for 20000 cells/ml 
At timepoint of 40 hours of culture with seeding density of 20000 cells/ml. Cells are 
allowed to divide when they reach the threshold concentration for cell division.  Shell 
1 represents the cell surface and the subsequent shells are concentric shells. The 
numbers represent the concentrations of 7 factors in units of nM. 
SHELL:        1 
[APOE  ]:      6.991070270538 
[CSPG  ]:     13.444906234741 
[CYTC  ]:      3.297750949860 
[GF    ]:      0.118079751730 
[TensC ]:     14.052230834961 
[ApoEPG]:      0.097536347806 
[CYTGF ]:      0.004136199132 
SHELL:        2 
[APOE  ]:      5.299809455872 
[CSPG  ]:      7.317541122437 
[CYTC  ]:      2.789552927017 
[GF    ]:      0.094857715070 
[TensC ]:      8.450244903564 
[ApoEPG]:      0.038893200457 
[CYTGF ]:      0.002649535192 
SHELL:        3 
[APOE  ]:      4.237833976746 
[CSPG  ]:      3.876056432724 
[CYTC  ]:      2.430208206177 
[GF    ]:      0.079526416957 
[TensC ]:      5.243216037750 
[ApoEPG]:      0.016936678439 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001602626988 
SHELL:        4 
[APOE  ]:      4.019383907318 
[CSPG  ]:      3.173762321472 
[CYTC  ]:      2.355721473694 
[GF    ]:      0.076362185180 
[TensC ]:      4.587800979614 
[ApoEPG]:      0.012467401102 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001387771335 
SHELL:        5 
[APOE  ]:      3.926607370377 
[CSPG  ]:      2.875439167023 
[CYTC  ]:      2.324080944061 
[GF    ]:      0.075018264353 
[TensC ]:      4.309373378754 
[ApoEPG]:      0.010570382699 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001296556205 




[APOE  ]:      3.871190547943 
[CSPG  ]:      2.697200775146 
[CYTC  ]:      2.305176973343 
[GF    ]:      0.074215531349 
[TensC ]:      4.143002033234 
[ApoEPG]:      0.009437909350 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001242105616 
SHELL:        7 
[APOE  ]:      3.834504842758 
[CSPG  ]:      2.579162120819 
[CYTC  ]:      2.292657852173 
[GF    ]:      0.073684141040 
[TensC ]:      4.032801151276 
[ApoEPG]:      0.008688562550 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001206084155 
SHELL:        8 
[APOE  ]:      3.808567047119 
[CSPG  ]:      2.495658397675 
[CYTC  ]:      2.283801794052 
[GF    ]:      0.073308460414 
[TensC ]:      3.954819917679 
[ApoEPG]:      0.008158759214 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001180636347 
SHELL:        9 
[APOE  ]:      3.789385557175 
[CSPG  ]:      2.433856964111 
[CYTC  ]:      2.277247428894 
[GF    ]:      0.073030658066 
[TensC ]:      3.897105216980 
[ApoEPG]:      0.007766964380 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001161831431 
SHELL:       10 
[APOE  ]:      3.774743080139 
[CSPG  ]:      2.386628627777 
[CYTC  ]:      2.272238969803 
[GF    ]:      0.072818607092 
[TensC ]:      3.852999448776 
[ApoEPG]:      0.007467607036 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001147490693 
SHELL:       11 
[APOE  ]:      3.763308763504 
[CSPG  ]:      2.349695920944 
[CYTC  ]:      2.268322467804 
[GF    ]:      0.072653047740 
[TensC ]:      3.818508148193 
[ApoEPG]:      0.007233498152 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001136307023 
SHELL:       12 
[APOE  ]:      3.754235744476 
[CSPG  ]:      2.320336818695 
[CYTC  ]:      2.265209436417 
[GF    ]:      0.072521716356 
[TensC ]:      3.791089057922 
[ApoEPG]:      0.007047263905 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001127448399 
SHELL:       13 
[APOE  ]:      3.746959924698 
[CSPG  ]:      2.296736478806 
[CYTC  ]:      2.262707233429 
[GF    ]:      0.072416424751 




[ApoEPG]:      0.006897422019 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001120360335 
SHELL:       14 





[CSPG  ]:      2.277638912201 
[CYTC  ]:      2.260682821274 
[GF    ]:      0.072331510484 
[TensC ]:      3.751245975494 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006776023656 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001114659011 
SHELL:       15 
[APOE  ]:      3.736347913742 
[CSPG  ]:      2.262146711349 
[CYTC  ]:      2.259044885635 
[GF    ]:      0.072262927890 
[TensC ]:      3.736852645874 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006677390542 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001110058394 
SHELL:       16 
[APOE  ]:      3.732527732849 
[CSPG  ]:      2.249601364136 
[CYTC  ]:      2.257727384567 
[GF    ]:      0.072207719088 
[TensC ]:      3.725248098373 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006597539876 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001106358133 
SHELL:       17 
[APOE  ]:      3.729476213455 
[CSPG  ]:      2.239524364471 
[CYTC  ]:      2.256677389145 
[GF    ]:      0.072163656354 
[TensC ]:      3.715967178345 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006533337291 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001103408751 
SHELL:       18 
[APOE  ]:      3.727076053619 
[CSPG  ]:      2.231605768204 
[CYTC  ]:      2.255853891373 
[GF    ]:      0.072129033506 
[TensC ]:      3.708655357361 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006482569501 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001101095695 
SHELL:       19 
[APOE  ]:      3.725236177444 
[CSPG  ]:      2.225543737411 
[CYTC  ]:      2.255225419998 
[GF    ]:      0.072102524340 
[TensC ]:      3.703035593033 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006443538237 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001099330024 
SHELL:       20 
[APOE  ]:      3.723884582520 
[CSPG  ]:      2.221099615097 
[CYTC  ]:      2.254766702652 
[GF    ]:      0.072083093226 
[TensC ]:      3.698922157288 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006414864212 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001098041423 
SHELL:       21 
[APOE  ]:      3.722963571548 
[CSPG  ]:      2.218082427979 
[CYTC  ]:      2.254457712173 
[GF    ]:      0.072069898248 




[ApoEPG]:      0.006395389326 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001097173779 
SHELL:       22 
[APOE  ]:      3.722440004349 
[CSPG  ]:      2.216337203979 
[CYTC  ]:      2.254282236099 
[GF    ]:      0.072062268853 
[TensC ]:      3.694581508636 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006384306122 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001096681692 
SHELL:       23 
[APOE  ]:      3.722276449203 
[CSPG  ]:      2.215775251389 
[CYTC  ]:      2.254227399826 
[GF    ]:      0.072059810162 
[TensC ]:      3.694090604782 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006380781531 






B. Shelldatastep108.exnode for 20000 cells/ml 
At timepoint of 36 hours of culture with seeding density of 20000 cells/ml. The cells 
are not allowed to divide. Shell 1 represents the cell surface and the subsequent shells 
are concentric shells. The numbers represent the concentrations of 7 factors in units of 
nM. 
SHELL:        1 
[APOE  ]:      5.679679870605 
[CSPG  ]:     10.342811584473 
[CYTC  ]:      2.750661611557 
[GF    ]:      0.100071191788 
[TensC ]:     10.965034484863 
[ApoEPG]:      0.061488650739 
[CYTGF ]:      0.002962842118 
SHELL:        2 
[APOE  ]:      4.357763290405 
[CSPG  ]:      5.375151634216 
[CYTC  ]:      2.371129035950 
[GF    ]:      0.084882192314 
[TensC ]:      6.449958801270 
[ApoEPG]:      0.023448662832 
[CYTGF ]:      0.002007999457 
SHELL:        3 
[APOE  ]:      3.738307714462 
[CSPG  ]:      3.383840560913 
[CYTC  ]:      2.159927606583 
[GF    ]:      0.075973689556 
[TensC ]:      4.591597080231 
[ApoEPG]:      0.012676036917 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001381019247 
SHELL:        4 
[APOE  ]:      3.568553924561 
[CSPG  ]:      2.838153123856 
[CYTC  ]:      2.102051019669 
[GF    ]:      0.073328144848 
[TensC ]:      4.082325935364 
[ApoEPG]:      0.009733191691 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001207966357 
SHELL:        5 
[APOE  ]:      3.483894109726 
[CSPG  ]:      2.566017389297 
[CYTC  ]:      2.073187828064 
[GF    ]:      0.072008758783 
[TensC ]:      3.828332424164 
[ApoEPG]:      0.008267148398 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001121690846 
SHELL:        6 
[APOE  ]:      3.433329820633 
[CSPG  ]:      2.403491020203 
[CYTC  ]:      2.055950164795 
[GF    ]:      0.071220733225 
[TensC ]:      3.676640987396 
[ApoEPG]:      0.007392607164 




SHELL:        7 
[APOE  ]:      3.399861335754 
[CSPG  ]:      2.295926809311 
[CYTC  ]:      2.044541597366 
[GF    ]:      0.070699140429 
[TensC ]:      3.576237916946 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006814616732 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001036104979 
SHELL:        8 
[APOE  ]:      3.376203536987 
[CSPG  ]:      2.219904422760 
[CYTC  ]:      2.036478281021 
[GF    ]:      0.070330448449 
[TensC ]:      3.505265712738 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006406771019 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001012027380 
SHELL:        9 
[APOE  ]:      3.358713626862 
[CSPG  ]:      2.163713932037 
[CYTC  ]:      2.030518531799 
[GF    ]:      0.070057883859 
[TensC ]:      3.452796697617 
[ApoEPG]:      0.006105816923 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000994238071 
SHELL:       10 
[APOE  ]:      3.345367670059 
[CSPG  ]:      2.120849132538 
[CYTC  ]:      2.025972127914 
[GF    ]:      0.069849900901 
[TensC ]:      3.412759304047 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005876568146 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000980675104 
SHELL:       11 
[APOE  ]:      3.334951400757 
[CSPG  ]:      2.087406873703 
[CYTC  ]:      2.022424936295 
[GF    ]:      0.069687575102 
[TensC ]:      3.381511211395 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005697941873 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000970090507 
SHELL:       12 
[APOE  ]:      3.326692104340 
[CSPG  ]:      2.060903310776 
[CYTC  ]:      2.019613504410 
[GF    ]:      0.069558866322 
[TensC ]:      3.356734037399 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005556543823 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000961700513 
SHELL:       13 
[APOE  ]:      3.320074796677 
[CSPG  ]:      2.039682149887 
[CYTC  ]:      2.017362594604 
[GF    ]:      0.069455742836 
[TensC ]:      3.336882591248 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005443500355 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000954981078 
SHELL:       14 
[APOE  ]:      3.314742565155 
[CSPG  ]:      2.022596597672 
[CYTC  ]:      2.015550613403 




[TensC ]:      3.320887088776 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005352483131 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000949569687 
SHELL:       15 
[APOE  ]:      3.310440778732 
[CSPG  ]:      2.008807897568 
[CYTC  ]:      2.014088392258 
[GF    ]:      0.069305613637 
[TensC ]:      3.307982921600 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005279130302 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000945207255 
SHELL:       16 
[APOE  ]:      3.306981801987 
[CSPG  ]:      1.997717738152 
[CYTC  ]:      2.012912273407 
[GF    ]:      0.069251738489 
[TensC ]:      3.297606945038 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005220243242 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000941703678 
SHELL:       17 
[APOE  ]:      3.304224729538 
[CSPG  ]:      1.988877773285 
[CYTC  ]:      2.011974811554 
[GF    ]:      0.069208830595 
[TensC ]:      3.289336204529 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005173423328 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000938916521 
SHELL:       18 
[APOE  ]:      3.302062511444 
[CSPG  ]:      1.981945276260 
[CYTC  ]:      2.011239767075 
[GF    ]:      0.069175221026 
[TensC ]:      3.282850265503 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005136835855 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000936732686 
SHELL:       19 
[APOE  ]:      3.300412178040 
[CSPG  ]:      1.976653337479 
[CYTC  ]:      2.010678529739 
[GF    ]:      0.069149613380 
[TensC ]:      3.277899265289 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005109054502 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000935065735 
SHELL:       20 
[APOE  ]:      3.299207925797 
[CSPG  ]:      1.972791552544 
[CYTC  ]:      2.010269165039 
[GF    ]:      0.069130979478 
[TensC ]:      3.274286508560 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005088878796 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000933849311 
SHELL:       21 
[APOE  ]:      3.298397064209 
[CSPG  ]:      1.970191478729 
[CYTC  ]:      2.009993553162 
[GF    ]:      0.069118499756 
[TensC ]:      3.271853923798 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005075294524 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000933030329 
SHELL:       22 




[CSPG  ]:      1.968716859818 
[CYTC  ]:      2.009837388992 
[GF    ]:      0.069111421704 
[TensC ]:      3.270474433899 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005067589693 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000932565832 
SHELL:       23 
[APOE  ]:      3.297796249390 
[CSPG  ]:      1.968256115913 
[CYTC  ]:      2.009788513184 
[GF    ]:      0.069109201431 
[TensC ]:      3.270044088364 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005065181758 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000932420662 
 
 
C. Shelldatastep75.exnode for 200000 cells/ml 
At timepoint of 5.98 hours of culture with seeding density of 200000 cells/ml.  Cells 
are allowed to divide. Shell 1 represents the cell surface and the subsequent shells are 
concentric shells. The numbers represent the concentrations of 7 factors in units of 
nM. 
SHELL:        1 
[APOE  ]:      8.199587821960 
[CSPG  ]:     11.578420639038 
[CYTC  ]:      4.269687175751 
[GF    ]:      0.146261677146 
[TensC ]:     13.286610603333 
[ApoEPG]:      0.098026990891 
[CYTGF ]:      0.006543144118 
SHELL:        2 
[APOE  ]:      6.877903461456 
[CSPG  ]:      6.611503601074 
[CYTC  ]:      3.890233278275 
[GF    ]:      0.128443777561 
[TensC ]:      8.772233009338 
[ApoEPG]:      0.045480147004 
[CYTGF ]:      0.004985524807 
SHELL:        3 
[APOE  ]:      6.259671211243 
[CSPG  ]:      4.624104499817 
[CYTC  ]:      3.679447650909 
[GF    ]:      0.119488924742 
[TensC ]:      6.917551040649 
[ApoEPG]:      0.025802081451 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003799360013 
SHELL:        4 
[APOE  ]:      6.092041492462 




[CYTC  ]:      3.622293233871 
[GF    ]:      0.117060840130 
[TensC ]:      6.414664268494 
[ApoEPG]:      0.020492505282 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003475107253 
SHELL:        5 
[APOE  ]:      6.010548591614 
[CSPG  ]:      3.823306560516 
[CYTC  ]:      3.594506740570 
[GF    ]:      0.115880407393 
[TensC ]:      6.170188426971 
[ApoEPG]:      0.017925625667 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003317717928 
SHELL:        6 
[APOE  ]:      5.964130401611 
[CSPG  ]:      3.674090147018 
[CYTC  ]:      3.578678131104 
[GF    ]:      0.115208014846 
[TensC ]:      6.030935287476 
[ApoEPG]:      0.016471715644 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003228212474 
SHELL:        7 
[APOE  ]:      5.935765266418 
[CSPG  ]:      3.582892894745 
[CYTC  ]:      3.569004058838 
[GF    ]:      0.114797100425 
[TensC ]:      5.945841312408 
[ApoEPG]:      0.015587801114 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003173594130 
SHELL:        8 
[APOE  ]:      5.918158531189 
[CSPG  ]:      3.526268720627 
[CYTC  ]:      3.562997341156 
[GF    ]:      0.114542007446 
[TensC ]:      5.893023014069 
[ApoEPG]:      0.015041611157 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003139733803 
SHELL:        9 
[APOE  ]:      5.907662868500 
[CSPG  ]:      3.492494583130 
[CYTC  ]:      3.559414625168 
[GF    ]:      0.114389911294 
[TensC ]:      5.861537456512 
[ApoEPG]:      0.014717139304 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003119561821 
SHELL:       10 
[APOE  ]:      5.902250766754 
[CSPG  ]:      3.475067138672 
[CYTC  ]:      3.557566165924 
[GF    ]:      0.114311456680 
[TensC ]:      5.845302104950 
[ApoEPG]:      0.014550205320 
[CYTGF ]:      0.003109162906 
SHELL:       11 
[APOE  ]:      5.900706768036 
[CSPG  ]:      3.470094203949 
[CYTC  ]:      3.557039022446 
[GF    ]:      0.114288993180 
[TensC ]:      5.840666294098 
[ApoEPG]:      0.014502567239 





D. Shelldatastep505.exnode for 2000 cells/ml 
At timepoint of 7 days of culture with seeding density of 2000 cells/ml.  Cells are 
allowed to divide. Shell 1 represents the cell surface and the subsequent shells are 
concentric shells. The numbers represent the concentrations of 7 factors in units of 
nM. 
SHELL:        1 
[APOE  ]:      3.886023044586 
[CSPG  ]:      9.382192611694 
[CYTC  ]:      1.658640980721 
[GF    ]:      0.062086433172 
[TensC ]:      9.259891510010 
[ApoEPG]:      0.038940377533 
[CYTGF ]:      0.001160450280 
SHELL:        2 
[APOE  ]:      2.564085245132 
[CSPG  ]:      4.414473056793 
[CYTC  ]:      1.279101014137 
[GF    ]:      0.044264882803 
[TensC ]:      4.744749069214 
[ApoEPG]:      0.011349785142 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000566896109 
SHELL:        3 
[APOE  ]:      1.944516539574 
[CSPG  ]:      2.422777175903 
[CYTC  ]:      1.067860245705 
[GF    ]:      0.035290725529 
[TensC ]:      2.886036634445 
[ApoEPG]:      0.005740852095 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000342317537 
SHELL:        4 
[APOE  ]:      1.774564862251 
[CSPG  ]:      1.876459240913 
[CYTC  ]:      1.009915113449 
[GF    ]:      0.032829053700 
[TensC ]:      2.376172542572 
[ApoEPG]:      0.004210866988 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000280910288 
SHELL:        5 
[APOE  ]:      1.689610958099 
[CSPG  ]:      1.603384494781 
[CYTC  ]:      0.980949461460  
[GF    ]:      0.031598530710 
[TensC ]:      2.121297121048 
[ApoEPG]:      0.003446258139 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000250218174 
SHELL:        6 
[APOE  ]:      1.638661980629 
[CSPG  ]:      1.439620614052 
[CYTC  ]:      0.963577449322 




[TensC ]:      1.968432307243 
[ApoEPG]:      0.002987780375 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000231812475 
SHELL:        7 
[APOE  ]:      1.604720354080 
[CSPG  ]:      1.330528855324 
[CYTC  ]:      0.952003955841 
[GF    ]:      0.030368886888 
[TensC ]:      1.866595506668 
[ApoEPG]:      0.002682427177 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000219552661 
SHELL:        8 
[APOE  ]:      1.580501437187 
[CSPG  ]:      1.252688288689 
[CYTC  ]:      0.943745195866 
[GF    ]:      0.030018053949 
[TensC ]:      1.793930411339 
[ApoEPG]:      0.002464624820 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000210805360 
SHELL:        9 
[APOE  ]:      1.562362909317 
[CSPG  ]:      1.194391369820 
[CYTC  ]:      0.937559366226 
[GF    ]:      0.029755283147 
[TensC ]:      1.739508628845 
[ApoEPG]:      0.002301586792 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000204254597 
SHELL:       10 
[APOE  ]:      1.548281073570 
[CSPG  ]:      1.149134278297 
[CYTC  ]:      0.932756483555 
[GF    ]:      0.029551265761 
[TensC ]:      1.697258830070 
[ApoEPG]:      0.002175098052 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000199169444 
SHELL:       11 
[APOE  ]:      1.537041902542 
[CSPG  ]:      1.113014459610 
[CYTC  ]:      0.928922593594 
[GF    ]:      0.029388416559 
[TensC ]:      1.663538217545 
[ApoEPG]:      0.002074215328 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000195111323 
SHELL:       12 
[APOE  ]:      1.527872800827 
[CSPG  ]:      1.083548784256 
[CYTC  ]:      0.925794363022 
[GF    ]:      0.029255544767 
[TensC ]:      1.636028647423 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001991907833 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000191801111 
SHELL:       13 
[APOE  ]:      1.520258665085 
[CSPG  ]:      1.059079051018 
[CYTC  ]:      0.923196136951 
[GF    ]:      0.029145192355 
[TensC ]:      1.613184690475 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001923553180 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000189052778 
SHELL:       14 




[CSPG  ]:      1.038459539413 
[CYTC  ]:      0.921006262302 
[GF    ]:      0.029052188620 
[TensC ]:      1.593936324120 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001865974860 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000186737496 
SHELL:       15 
[APOE  ]:      1.508370637894 
[CSPG  ]:      1.020871758461 
[CYTC  ]:      0.919137954712 
[GF    ]:      0.028972849250 
[TensC ]:      1.577519416809 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001816883567 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000184763281 
SHELL:       16 
[APOE  ]:      1.503655433655 
[CSPG  ]:      1.005715608597 
[CYTC  ]:      0.917527556419 
[GF    ]:      0.028904467821 
[TensC ]:      1.563373446465 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001774600823 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000183062642 
SHELL:       17 
[APOE  ]:      1.499557018280 
[CSPG  ]:      0.992540717125 
[CYTC  ]:      0.916127204895 
[GF    ]:      0.028845012188 
[TensC ]:      1.551078319550 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001737867366 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000181584983 
SHELL:       18 
[APOE  ]:      1.495968341827 
[CSPG  ]:      0.981003165245 
[CYTC  ]:      0.914900481701 
[GF    ]:      0.028792934492 
[TensC ]:      1.540312409401 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001705720555 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000180291609 
SHELL:       19 
[APOE  ]:      1.492805957794 
[CSPG  ]:      0.970835089684 
[CYTC  ]:      0.913818955421 
[GF    ]:      0.028747025877 
[TensC ]:      1.530825853348 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001677411725 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000179152397 
SHELL:       20 
[APOE  ]:      1.490004062653 
[CSPG  ]:      0.961820483208 
[CYTC  ]:      0.912860095501 
[GF    ]:      0.028706334531 
[TensC ]:      1.522421240807 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001652349485 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000178143615 
SHELL:       21 
[APOE  ]:      1.487510204315 
[CSPG  ]:      0.953790187836 
[CYTC  ]:      0.912006080151 
[GF    ]:      0.028670096770 
[TensC ]:      1.514940738678 




[CYTGF ]:      0.000177246242 
SHELL:       22 
[APOE  ]:      1.485281705856 
[CSPG  ]:      0.946607589722 
[CYTC  ]:      0.911242365837 
[GF    ]:      0.028637697920 
[TensC ]:      1.508256554604 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001610163483 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000176444897 
SHELL:       23 
[APOE  ]:      1.483283758163 
[CSPG  ]:      0.940162420273 
[CYTC  ]:      0.910557031631 
[GF    ]:      0.028608629480 
[TensC ]:      1.502264022827 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001592343673 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000175727007 
SHELL:       24 
[APOE  ]:      1.481487512589 
[CSPG  ]:      0.934362411499 
[CYTC  ]:      0.909940242767 
[GF    ]:      0.028582477942 
[TensC ]:      1.496876835823 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001576342736 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000175082139 
SHELL:       25 
[APOE  ]:      1.479868888855 
[CSPG  ]:      0.929130554199 
[CYTC  ]:      0.909383893013 
[GF    ]:      0.028558893129 
[TensC ]:      1.492022991180 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001561945188 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000174501634 
SHELL:       26 
[APOE  ]:      1.478407859802 
[CSPG  ]:      0.924402177334 
[CYTC  ]:      0.908881008625 
[GF    ]:      0.028537586331 
[TensC ]:      1.487641930580 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001548969653 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000173978216 
SHELL:       27 
[APOE  ]:      1.477087259293 
[CSPG  ]:      0.920122623444 
[CYTC  ]:      0.908425867558 
[GF    ]:      0.028518306091 
[TensC ]:      1.483682394028 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001537263161 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000173505730 
SHELL:       28 
[APOE  ]:      1.475892543793 
[CSPG  ]:      0.916245341301 
[CYTC  ]:      0.908013522625 
[GF    ]:      0.028500845656 
[TensC ]:      1.480100989342 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001526694861 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000173078923 
SHELL:       29 
[APOE  ]:      1.474811315536 
[CSPG  ]:      0.912730395794 




[GF    ]:      0.028485022485 
[TensC ]:      1.476860284805 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001517152996 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000172693297 
SHELL:       30 
[APOE  ]:      1.473832845688 
[CSPG  ]:      0.909543275833 
[CYTC  ]:      0.907300591469 
[GF    ]:      0.028470681980 
[TensC ]:      1.473924994469 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001508540940 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000172344968 
SHELL:       31 
[APOE  ]:      1.472946524620 
[CSPG  ]:      0.906654238701 
[CYTC  ]:      0.906993269920 
[GF    ]:      0.028457690030 
[TensC ]:      1.471264481544 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001500775339 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000172030574 
SHELL:       32 
[APOE  ]:      1.472143769264 
[CSPG  ]:      0.904037177563 
[CYTC  ]:      0.906714856625 
[GF    ]:      0.028445923701 
[TensC ]:      1.468854784966 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001493783202 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000171747190 
SHELL:       33 
[APOE  ]:      1.471417665482 
[CSPG  ]:      0.901669502258 
[CYTC  ]:      0.906462907791 
[GF    ]:      0.028435278684 
[TensC ]:      1.466675043106 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001487500966 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000171492255 
SHELL:       34 
[APOE  ]:      1.470762014389 
[CSPG  ]:      0.899531066418 
[CYTC  ]:      0.906235396862 
[GF    ]:      0.028425667435 
[TensC ]:      1.464706778526 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001481872518 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000171263528 
SHELL:       35 
[APOE  ]:      1.470171332359 
[CSPG  ]:      0.897604405880 
[CYTC  ]:      0.906030297279 
[GF    ]:      0.028417009860 
[TensC ]:      1.462933540344 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001476848382 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000171059030 
SHELL:       36 
[APOE  ]:      1.469640970230 
[CSPG  ]:      0.895873785019 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905846118927 
[GF    ]:      0.028409233317 
[TensC ]:      1.461341142654 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001472358825 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170876199 




[APOE  ]:      1.469166636467 
[CSPG  ]:      0.894325375557 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905681371689 
[GF    ]:      0.028402278200 
[TensC ]:      1.459916830063 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001468342845 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170712650 
SHELL:       38 
[APOE  ]:      1.468744277954 
[CSPG  ]:      0.892946779728 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905534684658 
[GF    ]:      0.028396088630 
[TensC ]:      1.458648920059 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001464768313 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170567073 
SHELL:       39 
[APOE  ]:      1.468370795250 
[CSPG  ]:      0.891726970673 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905404984951 
[GF    ]:      0.028390612453 
[TensC ]:      1.457527518272 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001461606356 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170438318 
SHELL:       40 
[APOE  ]:      1.468042850494 
[CSPG  ]:      0.890655934811 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905291080475 
[GF    ]:      0.028385808691 
[TensC ]:      1.456543326378 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001458831364 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170325337 
SHELL:       41 
[APOE  ]:      1.467757940292 
[CSPG  ]:      0.889724731445 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905192196369 
[GF    ]:      0.028381632641 
[TensC ]:      1.455688238144 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001456420054 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170227169 
SHELL:       42 
[APOE  ]:      1.467513442039 
[CSPG  ]:      0.888925313950 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905107319355 
[GF    ]:      0.028378050774 
[TensC ]:      1.454954624176 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001454351470 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170142957 
SHELL:       43 
[APOE  ]:      1.467307329178 
[CSPG  ]:      0.888250410557 
[CYTC  ]:      0.905035734177 
[GF    ]:      0.028375029564 
[TensC ]:      1.454335808754 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001452606521 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170071915 
SHELL:       44 
[APOE  ]:      1.467137336731 
[CSPG  ]:      0.887694001198 
[CYTC  ]:      0.904976665974 
[GF    ]:      0.028372537345 




[ApoEPG]:      0.001451167976 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000170013343 
SHELL:       45 
[APOE  ]:      1.467001676559 
[CSPG  ]:      0.887250125408 
[CYTC  ]:      0.904929578304 
[GF    ]:      0.028370549902 
[TensC ]:      1.453418731689 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001450020238 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000169966617 
SHELL:       46 
[APOE  ]:      1.466898798943 
[CSPG  ]:      0.886913180351 
[CYTC  ]:      0.904893875122 
[GF    ]:      0.028369041160 
[TensC ]:      1.453109741211 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001449149102 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000169931140 
SHELL:       47 
[APOE  ]:      1.466827154160 
[CSPG  ]:      0.886678159237 
[CYTC  ]:      0.904868900776 
[GF    ]:      0.028367990628 
[TensC ]:      1.452894330025 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001448541530 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000169906387 
SHELL:       48 
[APOE  ]:      1.466785192490 
[CSPG  ]:      0.886540412903 
[CYTC  ]:      0.904854357243 
[GF    ]:      0.028367374092 
[TensC ]:      1.452768087387 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001448185416 
[CYTGF ]:      0.000169891879 
SHELL:       49 
[APOE  ]:      1.466771006584 
[CSPG  ]:      0.886496067047 
[CYTC  ]:      0.904849588871 
[GF    ]:      0.028367171064 
[TensC ]:      1.452727079391 
[ApoEPG]:      0.001448070048 
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